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(By Special Leased Wire to Kew Mexican) (By Special leased 'Wire to Sew Mexican)
Mexico City. July 6. Two persons
Trinidad, Colo., July 6. It is re- were killed and five Others seriously j ported here that Robert Harris, the
injured during a charge by the police ngro slayer of MarghaI1 Craig at
on a mob near the street car . barns
Ford. Co orado. was rnntnrpil
near lndiannia, just outsiae oi , wis iRockynear
Colorado.
;...-.lempas,
;.
city today.
Militia to Prevent Lynching.
Mob Pelts Cars.
Mexico City, July 6. The . local
Denver, Colo., July C Governor
street car company made little head- Shafroth today ordered out a Com
way in its attempt to run cars today. pany of militia at La
Junta, Colorado,
A small riot followed an effort to op to
prevent the
lynching of
erate the cars on a suburban line.Two Ben Harris, the possible accused
of
negro
were
cars
blocks from the barns the
killing Chief of Police Craig at Rocky
stopped 1y a mob which pelted the Ford on Tuesday night Harris was
crews wth stones and smashed the captured this
at Rocky Ford
car windows. Eight or ten persons and hurried tomorning
La Junta in an autowere injured,
mobile. It is reported that a mob is
A further conference of represent-tative- s forming at
Rocky Ford to lynch him.
of the strikers with the com- Captain F. D. Bartlett of Denver was
pany's officials will be held today.
sent to La Junta at. 11 o'clock to
Clash With Mounted Palice.
take charge of the local company and
Mexico City, July 6. The rioting oc- Governor Shafroth has notified three
curred when an effort was made to other companies to be ready to go to
move the cars Into the suburbs. The the scene if required.,.
cars were escorted by mounted po
Harris was discovered In the par
lice, who rode into the crowds of sonage of the Negro church at Rocky
strikers and their sympathizers and Ford. He had two bullet wounds in
used their sabres freely.
the head, indicating that the officers
The dead were striking motormen had fired upon him at the time of
of whom a great number had gathered his attempted arrest Harris had
been
about the cars defying the guards.
dispensing whisky and the
Many other less serious attacks drunken rows at his home led to the
were made on cars at different points. invasion by the officers.
The people patronized the cars.
FEMALE RAFFLES LOOTS
COLORADO SPRINGS HOMES.
INSURGENT MORRIS IS
PEEVED AT TAFTS SECRETARY.
Haunts Fashionable Houses and Has
Committed Many Burglaries
Objects to Political News Bureau at
White House o Further PresiRecently'
dent's 'Reflection.
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Colrado Springs, Colo., July 6. A
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Washington, D. C, July 6. Charges female "Raffles" attired in men's
Hilles "suppressed" clothing, the police say, has been per
eharges that
the President is acting as the head petrating the many burglaries that
of a "political news bureau" which that have occurred In the fashionable
suppresses truth and Issues "under' northend district of
Springs
ground and false" reports as to sen during the last several weeks.
timent" concerning Presidential canThat the burglar is a woman was
didates were made today in a letter not known until Tuesday morning.
Representative Norris of Nebraska While robbing the home of Mrs. Anna
insurgent leader in the House, ad- Williamson, 830 East High street, the
dressed to the Nebraska Progressive girl accidentally awauened Mrs. Wil
liamson. The latter saw the girl burg
Republican League.
Conspiracy of Newspapers.
lar standing near a window, a street
Washington. D. C. July 6. Norris light disclosing her form to be that ot
"suppressed" a woman attired in- men's clothing.
charges that Hills
facts relative to the sentiments fav- The burglar pointed a revolver a Mrs.
oring the candidacy of Senator
Williamson while she carefully made
for president.
her escape through the window.
Norris charged that the Progressives had been wronged by a "conFRENCH AVIATORS
spiracy of the great newspapers" in
RETURN TO CALAIS.
Proto
news
the
relating
suppressing
to
gressive movement. Referring
the series of articles printed, Mr. Fly Over Channel in Half an Hour
and Start on Last Leg to Paris.
Norris' letter concludes:. 'These va-

(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican) (By Special leased Wire to Kew Mexican
Atlantic City, X. J., July C ThouChicago, ill., July 6. Two hundred
and one deaths and 273 prostrations sands of the members of the Society
was the toll exacted by Chicago's
of Christian Endeavor arrived in this
hot wave which lasted city today for the 25th International
for five days. One hundred and twenty-f- convention of the organizations.
The
ive
infants who died from the heat formal opening will take place this
are included in the list of dead. The evening, but the annual meeting for
hot wave was broken shortly after 1 the election of officers will be held
o'clock this morning by a rain which this afternoon. The Rev. Dr. Franci3
brought with it a cool breeze and a E. Clark, the founder of United Sociesteady drop In the temperature until ty of Christian Endeavor, probably
at 9 o'clock it stood at 78, compared will be
president. Presiwith 93 for the same hour yesterday. dent Taft tomorrow will speak at two
The official weather forecaster pre- meetings on the
pier.
dicts cooler, unsettled weather today
institute
ers..
lowing the Santa Fe county
with thunderstorms for tonight.
are yet unknown but Superintendent
Some 750 troops and S00 London poCORN, OATS, PROVISIONS
Chicago is. facing an ice and milk
Clark stated this morning that those lice arrived today.
FALL IN PRICE,
4
fa.!r.'ne as the result of the continued
teachers who failed to pass the third
hot weather. The heat has cut the
In
grade examination should go to
Favorable Crop Reports Result
DEFENSE OF McNAMARAS
supply of ice fifty per cent.
and take an examination there
Grand Selling.
Rush on Chicago
SPRINGS SURPRISE.
a
minimum
demand for
Yesterday
on' July 28 and 29 following the Insti
Grain Market.
30,000 tons was met by the compatute which Opened there yesterday.
Question Jurisdiction to Try Alleged
nies
the
with
tons.
of
15,000
delivery
For the Treasury.
(By Special Leased Wire to Now Mexican)
Dynamiters for Murder of Nine
Independent drivers took advantage Chicago, 111.,
Territorial Treasurer M. A. Otero Is
teen Times' Employes.
July C With rain
of the situation to drive up the retail
the recipient of the following sums for
the
parched corn fields of
moistening
price.
Norththe treasury: John Joerns, clerk of (By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Milk dealers are predicting the Illinois, Nebraska, Iowa, and
the fourth judicial district, J937.70;
ern Kansas, the market (or that ceLos Angeles, Calif., July 6. The
in the supply
of
greatest
shortage
Cleofes Romero, warden of the peni defense of the McNamara dynamite
real here dropped an extreme three
milk ever experienced in the city.
cents at 'the opening today. The
tentiary, convicts' earnings, $596.15; conspiracy case sprung a surprise toBlockade Accentuates Misery.
December option, which closed at 65
Game and Fish Warden Thomas P. day when John B. McNamara, the
New York, X. Y., July 6. A block
cents yesterday, declined to C3 cents,
Gable, $7.25; Charles D. Miller, ter- accused Indiana labor leader, and his
in
ade
mi
the
the
subway
capped
while September dropped
from 6C
ritorial engineer, the Rito de los Frf-- brother James, were called into Judge
the
sery of the hot wave. When
cents last night to 64 cents.
Browning, Bordwall's Department of the Supejoles road, $100; C. A.
stalled trains finally crept Into the
The close was steady .at a decline of
treasurer of Curry county, $1,733.24; rior Court.
station, fainting pas 2
underground
for September.
Both men were summoned to plead
E. Penny, Jreasurer of Sandoval counsengers were taken out by the score.
The oats market was easily like
to nineteen charges of murder, the
ty, $370.04. Some were taken to hospitals. There
of corn. There was a general
result of the destruction of the Times
Governor Names Delegates.
was no change for the better here that
to sell and no demand of any
rush
Governor Mills has named dele- Newspaper plant on October 1, 19.10.
with
today, compared
Wednesday. Ati consequence. News of a probably
was
McNamara
J.
John
In
Educato
addition,
the
National
Negro
gates
.
.
ten o'clock the mercury had reached . .
.
,
,. ,
tional Congress which holds its sec- expected to answer to the charge
84 and 20 deaths had been reported uig iiujj m uauaua nuucu lu luc ucaiish
crowd.
oats
in
the
the
to
feeling
had
ond annual session in Denver August Hat he
destroy
conspired
up to that time. Relief is promised
to 1
cents
September opened
12 to 15. They are William Vaughn, Llewellyn Iron Works.
Instead, he
by tomorrow with hope of thunder- - off at 45 to 45
recovered only
and
Santa Fe; Rev. W. Prince, Las Ve- challenged the jurisdiction of the
showers tonight.
to 45
gas; Rev. Rogers, Albuquerque; L. court, claiming that it had no right to
Lower Temperature In West.
Business in wheat was not large
on
of
the
him
or
exact
any
A. Jones, Charles Parsons and George
try
6.
With
Kansas City, Mo., July
but nearly all orders were to selL
Bryant, Santa Fe; T. O. Mason, A, nineteen charges of murder of the
temperatures over the Southwest at Support was poor from the very outMontgomery, Charles Payne, T. Brin- - Llewellyn Iron Works indictment be
7 o'clock this morning. from 5 to 10 set and did not
Improve even under
son, Edd Ellsworth, Henry Bram-lett- , cause he .was extradicted from In
lower than at the same hour the" stimulous reports from ' North
degrees
for
not
but
alleged
for
W.
of Albuquerque;
Ander diana,'
mnrder,
D.
yesterday and light showers In sight Dakota. September started at 90
son of Santa Fe, and John Gaskins of dynamiting. The move plainly surover most the Territory, decided re to 90
to 1
a net loss of
iSilver City.
prised the prosecution.
lief from the extreme heat of the last
1
to 90&
and
of
the
sagged
for
the
motion
A
Met.
quashing
Regents
four days was experienced today.
The close was steady with SeptemA meeting of the .members of the indictments was made only in the
At Forth Worth, Texas, a light ber at a loss of 1
1
who
n
B.
of
cases
McNamara,
James
hoard of regents of the
inch
an
rain fell today. Last night
Provisions were carried down by
Normal School at El Rito met in entered no plea whatever, holding
of rain fell at Niobrara, Neb. The the
weight of grain and hogs. First
the office of Dr. J. H. Sloan yesterday. that the indictments against him
temperature at Norfolk, Neb., show- sales were 10 cents off to 5 cents up
AH the members except Squire Hartt, should not stand because the Grand
ed a drop of nearly 30 degrees at 7 with
because Earl
September delivery at 15.75 to
Jr., of Ranchos de Taos were present. Jury was biased, and
o'clock this morning.
dis15.90 for Pork, 8.40 to 8.47
for
as
a
who
acted
special
24
They were Former Governor L. Brad- - Rogers,
hours ended at 7 o'clock
In the
for ribs.
lard, and 8.55 to 8.57
trict attorney to aid the inquisitors
s
ford Prince, Dr. J. H. Sloan, Hon.
this morning, there were nine deaths
had
pre
Wall Street.
Martinez and Colonel Vences-la- during the investigation
in
from heat and 20 prostrations
of the
on
behalf
been
active
New York, July 6. Reports of crop
viously
Jaramillo. Routine business was
Kansas
City.
Times, and Merchant's and Manuprospects were again the governing
Awful Death List in Chicago.
transacted, accounts audited and then facturer's
..' Association
the
during
feature in the stock market. Prices
school
were
of
.all of the teachers
the
Washington, D. C, July 6. Pract rose
search for evidence.
rapidly curing the morning in re
counthe
section
of
the
reappointed. The question of holidays
only
ically
The prosecution met the move of
sponse to advices rom the west that
has
hot
wave
the
that
between Christmas and New Years the defense
where
try
with a motion to disal
conditions had been improved by rains
came up for discussion 1and the re- low the
spread from Coast to Coast remained
to jurisdiction. An arplea
and that hot wave had broken in crop
North
unbroken today is that of the
gents decided to allow no holidays ex- gument : on the relevancy of John rious articles have ear marks that
regions. London bought stocks in this
the
States.
Atlantic
Rain
New
Years
brought
and
Christmas
Day
which
procept
to New Mexican)
McNamara's action ensueo
they originated at (By Special leased Wire
awaited cool wave to the Upper market for the first time this week
at that season during the coming mises to continue until night en- strongly indicate
Calais, France, July 6. The covey long
inHouse."
White
the
Lake
region, the Plains states and and the reversal of position was
,
scholastic year for the reason that the sues.
of French aviators that descended on
as
indication
an
he
not
that
the
that
He
does
however,
terpreted
adds,
further
and
West
the Middle
today
school year already is very short, as
think the President himself dictated the English coast last Monday took reductions in temperatures are pro tension caused by the Moroccoan situmost of the pupils go home in the CANADIANS WIN GREAT
from
Dover
at
and
wing
daybreak
know
not
he
does
had
them and
any
next 24- to 36 hours. ation was relaxing, .
a half an hour later settled lightly bable in the
spring.
RACE AT HENLEY. knowledge of them.
,'
have
moderated the heat In The market grew dull after the first
Showers
Mora County Report.
on the' soil of France.
Shorts grew more alarmed
States. By tomorrow
Southern
the
The
flight over the straights of night, the east
Superintendent of Public Instruc- It Was Nip and Tuck With Belgium THIS LOOKS LIKE
re- as the crop bulletins came in and
will
get
generally
WORLD STEEL TRUST. Dover was accomplished easily with lief, It Is
tion J. E. Clark has received the reCrew Until Winning Post
predicted that the worst and their buying was instrumental in send
favorable though hazy weather. Ved- - most
Was Reached.
port of the school funds from Bias
prolonged spell of heat since ing up prices of the chief grain carrlnes
led
the
way.
Sanchez,' the county school superin1901 will be broken; Bston with rying issues materially. Union Pacific
Judge E. H. Gary Is Elected Chairman
This completes the eighth stage 86
tendent of Mora county, which is re- (By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
of International Conference
degrees as compared with 82 yes- was the principal feature, Its rise at
The next leg will be from Calais to
at Brussels,
quired this year from the various
Henley, on the Thames, England,
morning, led the country to- mid-da- y
terday
amounting to nearly three
Paris with a stop at Amiens, complet
counties. The report, said Mr. Clark, July 6. In the. third heat for the
day..-,
points. United States sieel rose
the
circuit
International
between
.
ing
Ottato
is exceedingly well prepared and Grand Challenge cup today the
(By Special Leased Wire New Mexican)
the demand being stimulated by re
V Oppression at Pittsburg.
shows that school affairs in Mora wa Rowing Club crew beat the ReBrussels, Belgium, July '. 6. The the French and British capitals.
ports of further improvement in the
6.
The
Pa.,
oppres
Pittsburg,
July
county are in a very healthy condi- doubtable Belgian crew of Ghent, who steel men concluded the business
sive heat continues here today. At steel and iron trade and an advance
tion. All of the teachers in that won the trophy in 1909. s
which had called them together from
9 A. M. the thermometer
registered ii the price of basic iron. Bonds were
The Canadians won a grand race, nine steel producing countries in a X THREE BOYS DROWNED
eounty were regularly certified,-- - they
87 degrees, a Jump of 8 degrees in an firm.
IN
X
SAN
CRISTOBAL,
.
drew In salaries, $14,000; and the to- The crews were on practically even brief session today and adjourned.
hour.
Cotton.
tal receipts for school purposes in terms throughout, until just, before the Most of the Americans left for Paris
Relief at St. Louis.
Liverpoolfi Eng., July 6. Close
Slight
Lads
From
Galisteo
Swept
dis-;
were
and
Mora county
$24,000
winning post was reached when the late in the afternoon.
St. Louis, Mo. July 6. Relief from Cotton, spot good business done; priAway By Torrent Caused
bursements, $19,000. There is in the Belgians fell back, beaten.
The conference appointed a commit
the intense heat of the last five days ces 9 points higher; American midCloudburst.
a
By
county treasury the sum of $2,500
The time was 7 minutes and 13 sec tee of thirty made up of members procame today in advance of the expect- dling fair, $8.62; good middling, 8.30;
' -:
aside from $5,500 in the various school onds.
:'.
ed thunderstorm. At 9 a. m., the middling, 8.08; low middling,
posed by each national group to work
7.88;
to
twelve
Three
boys,
aged
districts making a neat total of some
out a plan for an international steel X
temperature was 83 degrees instead good ordinary, 7.30. Sales 12,000 B.
of Galisteo,
all
years,
eighteen
$8,000. ; "There Is not a district with SAN MIGUEL COUNTY
of 90 recorded on Tuesday and Wedorganization and submit it to the lull 3S southern Sanla Fe county,
an overdraft" said the superintendent
HAS ATROCIOUS KILLING. conference when called.
nesday at that hour. One death from GREATEST ACT OF
were
drowned yesterday after- in discussing the report" and it is
The committee organized by making X noon at three o'clock in the
heat occurred early today, following
TAFT ADMINISTRATION.
the seven reported Wednesday.
gratifying to note that no district Another Tragedy Added to Many That Judge Gary of the United States steel .$ San Cristoval arroyo, south of
made a school levy of less than five
corporation, chairman, and W, B. Peat X Galisteo and a tributary of the
Announced in House of Commons That
Have Occurred in County
Laramie Is Shivering.
- mills.
The value of school property
of England, secretary, and adjourned X Galisteo
when a cloud- Arbitration Treaty Is Ready
Laramie, Wyo., July 6. The therriver,
Mora
Is
in
county
tit meet again when summoned by the
placed at $19,000
mometer here registered 48 degrees
burst filled the arroyo sud- to Be Signed.
'
.and only one bonded indebtedness is
this morning, the lowest on the sixth
X denly with a wall of water that
Leopold Montoya is dead' at Teco- - chairman.
found and that was at Wagon Mound Iota, San Miguel county as the result
of July for several years.
Judge Gary said district progress X came down from the mountains
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
"where a new school house is being of an encounter with
Hottest Day Boston Ever Had.
London, Eng., July 6. The British
Epafloridlto had been tpwardj" a common ..world 38 and swept everything before it.
built.
Boston, Mass., July 6. The official government is so satisfied witn the
Baca on Saturday.
Baca, who is in coae oi ieeung ana -practice in steel X The boys who were on a wagon
.
New Incorporations. ,
had reached the opposite
temperature at 10 a. m. today was progress of the American-Britisarbijail charges thta Montoya was inti- affairs."
92 degrees, exactly 'the same as on tration
He is satisfied with the results thus S bank which was very steep,
Articles of incorporation were flted mate with Montoya's wife. Baca re
treaty that Sir Edward Gray,
the previous day which was the hot- the secretary of foreign affairs, was
in the territorial secretary's office to turned home unexpectedly and found far'' accomplished through, the inter S and the horses had stepped up
test day ever experienced In Boston. able to announce in tiie House of Com
X on the bank when the waves
day by the following companies: ' Montoya with Mrs. Baca, both of them national exchange of opinion.
' The
The heat so far has directly caused mons
X carried the boys down stream.
McGaffey Contracting Com scantily clad, and seizing a rock,
today that there was every pros10 deaths in New England and there
X The body of one was recover- pany with office at Albuquerque and crushed Montoya's head. Montoya WOMAN'8 8ENTIMENT GETS
pect that the peace pact would be
have
47
been
drtlz
at
BETTER OF LAW, X ed in the Galisteo
drowning accidents.
; A. B. McGaffey named as the secre was only 19 years of age. Baca is a
signed very soon. ;
d
X while ' searching parties a at
Terrible Suffering In Boston.
"I believe that the United States
tary, agent. The company is
wealthy sheepman.
Matron Who Murdered Her Brutal X Cerrillos and Domingo are
at $100,000 divided in 1.000
Boston. Mass., July 6. Six deaths government and ourselves are in subHusband at Leadvilla Goes Scot ... X looking
for the other two
shares at $100 each. - The capital RAILROAD8' MU8T
and 30 prostrations up to 1 p. m. was stantial agreements as
regards the de"
7
X bodies. One of the boys was a
Free.
stock with which it begins business
today's human toll exacted by the tails of the draft of a treaty," he said.
MINING COAL.
QUIT
X son of Francisco Mendoza,' a
is 13,000 and the stockholders are
heat In this city. At noon, the street
.
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican X well known citizen of Galisteo.
Xucius McGaffey, $1,000; Amasa B. Government
thermometers registered 105 degrees
Le8ult
QUARREL OVER GIRL
Brings
Against
Another boy was I named
x TKcGaffeyr
in the shade.
and Clinton B
Leadville, Colo., July 6. Women X
$1,000
Railroad
On
MAKES DANCE BLOODY.
high
Valley
went
oldest
X
won
a
Mora
. "Weeks.
wihle
,
the
is
.
and
sentiment
by
victory yester$1,000. The corporation
Added, to the terrors of unpreceThat Point '
' to last for fifty
JS
when the murder charge against X the name of Eugenlo.
dented heat was a shortage in Ice
day
years.
Special Leased Wire to new Mexican)
Assunta Capra, an Italian 'Woman X ALL BODIES RECOVERED...
and also milk. In several Massachu- Eleven Men Stabbed Near Muskogee,
The McGaffey Trading Company (By
C., July 6. The who
Oklahoma, in a General Free ,
killed! her husband here
setts cities and towns industrial es
the office of which is at Guam and Washington,will D.renew
six X V A telephone message from
the right to dis weeks ago, was dismissed In
For All Fight.
;
noon
this
'
B.
X
.
Hon.
were
the agent is George E. Kennedy. The government
tablishments
Pankey
closed for the re
Judge
sociate
the
rail
great
"other
court.
.bodies
The women
Cavander's
mainder of the week.
of X states that the
company is incorporated at $20,000 roads from their
'
virtual control ot the State had taken an interest in X were recovered at Cerrillos and
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican j
consisting of 200 shares at $100 each.
- 8aved
Muskogee, Okla., July 6. A quarrel
v The capital stock with which the mines andofthus vitalise the commodi- the case tothe extent of besieging X were taken to Galisteo. The
by Being Sober Francisco
the interstate commerce uistrict Attorney wogan witaA re X hoys are ' Eugenio Sanchez,
company begins business is ' $3,000 ty clause
Campos has been released at Willard over a "girl at a country dance, nine
tor the shooting of Miguel Mora. It miles south ot this city, today resulted
and the Incorporators are Lucius K. law. A test case against the Lehigh quests that the woman not be pro- X aged 18; a boy named Mendoza,
"
was shown that Campos was sober in a general fight in which eleven
MoGaftey, Amasa B. McGaffey and Valey railroad will be filed today in secuted as they said she was Justifled X aged 14, and a hoy named Mora,
the United States court in PhiJadei-Phis- . in kUling her husband. Mrs. Capra X aged 11,
'
while Mora was drunk and had at- were stabbed. The wounds of several
'
' '
' is about to become a mother,
'
are serious.
(Continued on Page eight)
X X X
X S X X X X S S X X X tacked Campos.
(By Special Leased 'Wire to New Mexican)
Manchester, Eng., July 7 The situation growing out the strike of the
carters was further complicated today by the enforced idleness of thousands of cotton operators. Many mills
are unable to obtain coal and other
supplies and have been compelled to
shut down Indefinitely.
on August 1, which seems to have
Throngs of strikers and others out
nrevailed among some attorneys, Is of work were in the streets, the numerroneous.
ber being added to by several hunResults Yet Unknown.
dred coal miners who struck today in
The results of the examinations fol sympathy with carters and the dock-

Governor Mills has appointed the
folowing notaries public: Milton T.
Brackett, of Cumberland, Chaves county; Noel L. Johnson ol Hope, Eddy
county; Benedicto C. Vigil, ot Blanco,
San Juan county.
Supreme Court...
The territorial supreme court will
convene at Santa Fe on August 15.
The impression that it will convene
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flowers came from the Calrendon gardens. The casket was covered with
roses, and everywhere the eye rested
were the sweet smening tokens of re'
spect and love for the dead jurist.
The services were opened by sing- -'
ing the hymn
My God to
Thee" after which the Rev. F. V.'
Pratt of the Episcopal church of the
Holy Faith said prayer. Then former
Governor Prince who had known Judge
Knaebel for so many years and had
been instrumental in- the judge's visit
to Santa Fe which led to his residing
here, and later in Denver, spoke feelingly of his friend. In fact the former governor spoke with such feeling that several times it seemed as
though the would not be able to finish
hi3 address.
Following Mr. Prince, Attorney A.
B.

Renehan read a preface

to the

etiology which he read at the request
of Arthur Knaebel and Ernest Knaebel sons of the judge. Mr. Renehan's
remarks were gracefully phrased and
struck a note of sincerity which made
them all the more appreciated. Then
Air. Renehan read the
following
eulogy, the beauty of which appealed
to every one who heard it:

m

4..-
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The Eulogy.
"If I speak with the tongues ot men
and of angels but have not love, I am
become sounding brass or a clanging
And if I have the gift of
cymbal.
prophecy, and know all mysteries and
all knowledge; and if I have all faith
so as to remove mountains, but have
not love, I am nothing.
"And if I bestow all my goods to
feed the poor, and If I give my body
to be burned, but have not love, It
profiteth me nothing.
"Love suffereth long and is kind;
love envieth not; love vaunteth not
itself, is not puffed up. Doth not behave itself unseemly, seeketh not Its
own, is not provoked; taketh not account of evil. Rejoiceth not in unrighteousness, but rejoiceth with the
truth. Beareth all things, believeth
all things, endureth all things.
"Love never faileth; but whether
there be prophecies, they shall be
done away; and whether there be
tongues, they shall cease; and whether there be knowledge, it shall be
,

done away.
"When I was a child, I spake as a
child, I felt as a child, I thought as a
child; now that I am become a man,
I have put away childish things.
"For now we see in a mirror darkly; but then face to face; - now I
know in part; but then shall I know
even as I also have been known.
"But now abideth faith, hope, love,
these three; and the greatest of these
is love."
If these words of the sainted apos
tle express the true essence of the
life and teaching of Jesus Christ, the
deceased was a Christian, though he
made no professions and adhered to
no sect. Nature endowed him with
mind such as she bestows upon few
men and with many graces, and talents, and powers of achievement; but
better than all of these was what she
distilled into his noble heart. The
joy of his life was In loving and in
being loved.
'Twas a radiant soul, which looked
out through kindly eyes upon a world
where dark places stood illumined In
the brave light of his own optimism
and where harsh places grew soft be
neath the touch of his never failing
'Twas an elemental soul.
charity.
reaching its goal by guidance of its
own compelling instincts, and not by
formulary, or calculation or pursuit
of the beaten path.
He loved all things that are good
and beautiful the works of man and
the works of God. He was attracted
to history, literature and art. Musio
fed his deepest feelings and drew
forth tears .from his eyes. He loved
the birds and the flowers, the mountains and the sky. He searched the
heavens in the night and marveled over the splendor of the stars, and the
Infinite forces which
govern ' their
eternal march. His keen, inquiring
mind grappled with the mystery of
mysteries, scanning the ways of nature to fashion a philosophy transmitted to a religion in his abounding
heart. He was too. kind to scoff at
the sacred convietions of others, and
too big for either dogma or negation.
He believed in the Immortality ot the
soul. God was in all things and all
V
things in God.
And surely, God abided in his heart.
More than all else, he rejoiced in the
V--

,
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The funeral of Judge John H. Knae-1- 1
took place yesterday afternoon
from the home of Former Governor L.
Bradford Prince. This house was the
first the judge had entered a third of
a century ago when'he first came out
west and located in Santa Fe and it
was a striking coincidence that this
residence should be the last he rested
in before his linal journey to the
grave. The rooms ot the old mansion
were a bower of beauty, so great was
the number of flowers and so artistically had they been arranged. The

(Continued en Page WxJ
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the other in the abdomen. Mora will
SPEECHLESS FOR THANKS.
Mena, Ark., "I find Cardui to be probably die. Campos has been arall you represent," writes Mrs. H. B. rested.
York of this city. "I suffered from
Whirlwind in Quay County.
womanly aliments, for nearly two
Tuesday night during the heavy
years, before I tried Cardui. I have
I rain a whirlwind
caught an open
been so relieved since taking it.
cannot say enough in its praise. It shed belonging to C. L. Owen in the
has done me a world of good, and I north side of town, and completely
recommend Cardiu to all women." wrecked it, also upset his buggy dam
horse that was in
Cardui is over 50 years old, and thei aging the top. A
the shed at the time escaped uninever.
is
than
demand
greater
today
DENVER BREAD
San Jon Sentinel.
Cardui is the standard, tonic medi- - jured.
i
cine, for women of every age. Would
SamDsell in I imeliaht Aaain.
you like to be well and strong? Then
I
B. D. Sampsell who recently relintake Cardui. Its record shows that! quished the position cf assistant suit will help you. Begin today. Why perintendent of the New Mexico Rewait?
form School at Springer, had Dr. L.
S. Cahill of Springer arrested at AFORWARD.
lbuquerque because of the latter's vig
orous efforts to collect a bill for ?Jo.-2(Alfred Noyes.)
for professional services. Sampsell
"A thousand creeds and battle-crieA thousand warring social schemes, charged assault.
A thousand new moralities,
thousand
Roswell Gambling Den Raided.
And twenty thousand
den
A skillfully wired gambling
dreams;
was raided at Roswell on Saturday
i
,
and the proprietor, Theodore
"Each on his own anarchic way
and his guests Lon Holland,
From the old order breaking free,
Samuel Mitchell, Marcus Jones and
Southern Corner Plaza, Santa Fe. Telephone No. 40.
Our ruined world desires," you say,
V. W. Cranor who were playing poker
"License, once more, not Liberty."
were fined $50 and costs each under
TICKETS WITH ALL CASH PURCHASES.
WE GIVE REGISTER
foam the territorial statute.
But ah, beneath the wlnd-whiWhen storm and change are on the
New Daily for Roswell.
deep,
The Democratic Central Committee
How quietly the tides come home,
of Chaves county and Roswell has dee
And how the depths of
cided to back the new daily to be
sleep!
launched at Roswell with B. F. Harlow as manager on August 15. The
And we that march towards a goal,
new daily is to oppose prohibition
fulfil
to
Destroying, only
and will be started because the Rossoul
of
law
The law, the
that great
well Daily Record has been for proEXTRA FINE IMPORTED OLIVE OIL
Which moves beneath your alien hibition.
AM
PIES-CRECAKES
PUFFS
FRESH EVERY DAY BREAD
will,
Election for School Bonds.
We that like foemen meet the past
Today the school district of
Because we bring the future, know
Torrsnce county, is voting
We only fight to achieve at last
on an issue of $S00 in bonds for the
with pur foe;
A great
purpose of refurnishing the public!

The Little Store

DICTIONARY

New Divided, Page.
2700 Pages.
400,000 Words.

60C0 Illustrations. Cost nearly
half a million dollars.
Let us tell you about this most
remarkable single volume.

5

j

Write for sample
pages, full par

etc

ticulars,

CO

Kama this
paper and

Dieffen-bacher-

we will
send free

1

STgl

1

a set of
Pocket
Haps

Wl

F

CftCHctrhmCe.
Springfield, Man.

sea-shin-

NAPOLEON

that stand
all our wars are Tolled away(
of the heart and hand
in the truths

BLACK

191

When
Re-uni-

And of the prayers wherewith we

pray;

When the dry spell comes
this summer you will need
a gasoline engine to run
your pump and save your
crops. When these en
gines are not pumping they can - be connected to
any other machine and will run it cneaper man
running; it bv hand oower.
You can have complete information and price
on an outfit suitable for your work by applying
.

a

A

to the agent.

in the common needs,
The common strivings of mankind;
of our warring creeds
, In the one God thai dwells behind.
Re-uni-

n

Then in that day we shall not meet
Wrong with new wrong, but right

with right:

Our faith shalPmake your faith

com1- -

plete

When our battalions

what use In idle words?
Forwara, O warriors of the soul!
There will be breaking up of swords
When that new morning makes us

Forward!

whole.

FRANK F. GORMLEY,
Phone Black

Santa Fe, N. M.

WHOLESALE

&

6619

AROUND THE STATE

Violated Sunday Law.
,
Alejandro Lopez and Camilo Berardinelli, saloonkeepers at Albuquerque,
were arrested for violating the Sun
day law.
decisions.

RETAIL

Flour Hay, Grain, Potatoes and Salt.
FOOD.

Sole Agents For INTERNATIONAL STOCK

All kinds of flowers, garden & field seeds in bulk and package

4LFALFA SEED.

university and Valparaiso. He was
superintendent of city schools of
Brookville, Indiana from 1883 to 1886;
deputy state superintendent of public
instruction of Indiana, the first secretary of the Teachers' Reading Circle
of Indiana, was the originator of Lincoln Day and the composer of many '
Mr.
occasions.
poems for special
Skinner left this afternooR for San
Francisco where he will address the
National Educational Association on
next Friday and will lead in the disFire at Ranchos de Taps.
A fire which broke out in the rear; cussion on "School Gardens."
end of Squire Hartt and Son's general
merchandise store between 12 and Beware of Ointments for Catarrh That
1 o'clock this momlng
badly damContain Mercury
aged the contents bf the building. The as mercury will surely destroy the
be
from
to
a
gasoorigin is supposed
sense of smell and completely derange
line lamp'. Ruth Lucero, of the Cothe whole system when entering it
lumbian hotel, first discovered the
through the mucous surfaces. Such
and
aroused
the
all
peo
conflagration
articles should never be used except
her
around
the
ple
plaza by ringing
on prescriptions from reputable physiIt
fire.
dinner bell and shouting
cians, as the damage they will do is
might have been more serious if it ten fold to the
good you can possibly
had not been for the young lady's
Hall's Catarrh
derive from them.
timely warning. Taos Valley News.
Cure, manufactured by F. J. Cheney
& Co., Toledo, O., contains no mercury
Charged With Assault With Intent
and is taken internally, acting directly
to Kill.
mucous surfaces
Owing to a barroom fight at Albu upon the blood and
ot
In
Hall's Cathe
system.
serv
buying
A.
was
Hubbell
Frank
querque,
ed with a warrant charging him with tarrh Cure be sure you get the genuassault with intent to kill and. gave ine. It is taken internally and made
$1,000 bail for his appearance in in Toledo, Ohio, by F. J. Cheney & Co.
court. C. F. Spaeder, a merchant of Testimonials free.
Sold by Druggists.
Price, 75c per
Bernalillo, well known in Santa Fe
was seriously injured in the fight, be bottle.
Take Hall's Family Pills for constiing stabbed with a small pocket knife.
Hubbell pleads self defense. Spaeder pation.
is a large, powerful built man, while
Hubbell is slight of stature. The
fight, it is said, resulted over throw
ing dice for drinks, a practice that is WOOD' YS HACK LINE
prohibited according to late court

The only exclusive grain house in Santa Fe
Phone Black

LEO HERSCH

45

45

PIAN05 7 PIANOS

Chlckering Bros.
Bush and Lane.
Learnard-Llndeman-

1

Co.

n

Schiller.
Victor
Jesse-Frenc-

Milton and the World Famous Cecil Ian
Interior Player Pianos, and many,
other makes.
(
This firm has purchased over tlx)
car loads of pianos during the past
LEARNARD-LINDEMAN-

The Square Music Dealers
SANTA

'

::

ten months. They have hundreds ot
satisfied customers in New Mexico
and Arizona.
A letter, a telegram or a telephone
to them regarding pianos, prices and
terms will prove to prospective piano
buyers that the firm of Learnard-Llr- v
deman Co. will meet every customer
more than half way in making
purchase of a piano a simple nd sat
isfactory business transaction, not on
of doubt and uncertainty.

CO.

N

- Albuquerque,

N. M.

::

Established

1900

FE OFFICE WITH SANTA FE TRAIL CURIO CO.

J. CRICHTON
LUMBER & COAL YARD

Fort Bayard Deserter Arrested.
SPANISH SCHOLAR AND
L. W. Hoge, who deserted from Fort
AUTHOR IN SANTA FE.
Bayard in Grant county, has been ar
rested at El Paso and was taken to Hubert Marshall Skinner of Chicago,
Fort Bliss for courtmartial.
Is Spending Several Days in
Santa Fe.
Postmaster Arrested.
Hubert Marshall
Skinner, well
of known author and
Juan B. Martinez,
scholar,
Spanish
Casimiro Barela, postmaster at North who makes his home at
Chicago, is
Des Moines, Union county, has been
spending several days in Santa Fe and
arrested on the charge of embezzling is
making a point of acquainting him1900 postofflce funds.
self with the work of the New Mexico
Museum and School of American Ar
Normal Teacher Resigns.
He Is greatly pleased with
chaeology.
Miss Jennie Greenlee has resigned
in which the restoration of
the
spirit
as a teacher at the New Mexico Nor
Old Palace is being undertaken.
mal University at Las Vegas, to go the
to National City, California, to teach Mr. Skinner's feme as a Spanish
scholar extends across the Atlantic
in the Normal school there.
and he is the translator of Calderon's
La Vida es Sueno, Santillana's El
Child Drinks Carbolic Acid.
He is the author of "SchooFrank, the 'three year old son of W.
A. Savage, federal cattle and sheep lmaster in Literature," "Readings in
inspector for New Mexico, while at Folklore," Schoolmaster in Comedy
Dalhart, Texas, drained a small bot and Satire, Story of the Britons, The
tle of carbolic acid and died in great Story of the Letters and Figures. Mr.
Skinner is a native of Valparaiso, Inagony.
diana, where he was bora in 1855; he
received his B. S. from Valparaiso ColAppointed District Clerk.
William B. Stapp, deputy probate lege; his A. M. from DePauw, and the
clerk at Las Vegas, has been appoint- degree of Ph. D. from Chattanooga
ed clerk of the Fourth Judicial Dis
trict by Judge Clarence J. Roberts, to
We Have Built Up
succeed John Joerns, appointed traveling auditor of the territory.

Leaves Barranca on the arrival ot
the north bound train and arrives at
Taos at 7 p. m.
Ten miles shorter than any otaev
way. Good covered hack and good
.

earns.
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Estimates Cheerfully Furnished
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W. H. KERR
AGENT HUBBS LAUNDRY.
Phone us, we will be glad to call for
your laundry on Mondays and Tues-

days and deliver on Thursdays and
' ; ,
Fridays.
All work is guaranteed; your socks
are mended and buttons sewed en
your shirts without extra charge.
PHONE RED 122 PHONE RED 122

La Salle

a
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HATS

aud Full Assortment of Unique San Juan Potter)
Artistic
Latest in Hand Color
Framing.
in; Post Cards.

Santa Fe Trail Curio Company
San Francisco Street.
4

WHOLESALE
AND RETAIL

oal

Screened

Wood

RATON
YANKEI

Lump

CERRILLOS

Anthracite Coal all Sizes,

Smithing Coal.
Sawed Wood and Kindling.

.

MONTEZUMA AVENUE
T. A 8. F. Depot.

Near A.

Telephone

CAn

Steam Coal.

CAPITAL COAL YARD.
Telephone 85

85

I

r

Improved and unimproved City Property, Orchards
a"nd
Rancles; Also a number of the finest Fruit and
Alfalfa Ranches in theEspanola Valley with the Very Best of water rjfbts
and one of the finest orchards on the Tesuque at a Bargain.

C

A

rUA JAIX

Modern Residences for Rent.

m

103

F. M. JONES.

Palace

Ave.3M

LIVERY STABLE

Store.

Fine Rigs, Reliable Horses Single

Buggies, Surries, Saddle Horses.

C&L 'Phone 9

When in Need of Anything
in the LIVERY LINE.
Drivers Furnished.

CHAS. CLOSSON

Don Gaspar Ave.

, For Health Seekers and Rest Seekers
Mpuntaln Hearth Retort, 22 ml let from Santa Fe en main line, of 8anta Fe,
mile from depot
one and one-ha;
Tent bungalows, In Pine Forest, with every accommodation, furnished foi
housekeeping and ready for occupancy.
lf

'

,

r

'

'

WILLIAMSON RANCH,
'
GJorieta, N. M
'

Zook's Pharmacy

Your

whether it be seriously

.

,

New

P

-

ARE

Insurance Agency.

OUTING

SUMMER

MEXICAN

,

needed DRUOS OR FANCY TOILET ARTICLES.
The quality we uphold. We use
the most careful methods In catering to your pleasure to make every dea) satlsfaC"'.'
t
.
tory one. ANY DRUG OR MEDICINE YOU GET HERB IS RIGHT, j
,

IF YOU

THAT

FOR

Restaurant

WITH- US
GOODS

&

Abstract, Realty

OPEN DAY AND NIGHT.

Short Order at all Hours
BOARD BY THE WEEK 15.00
French Noodle Order 20c. a dish
New York Chop Suey 50c.

CLASS OF

Fe

Residence

REAL ESTATE AND INSURANCE

Telephone 11.
Two Doors Below F. Andrews
Regular Meals 25 Cents

We offer you only the HIGHEST

213

its

Santa

No. 229

$5.00

It is not merely a question of GETTING YOUR MONEY.
r
trade is what we want.

Phone

Phone Black

Phone Black No. 52

CHAS. OANN, Prop.

Mismanagement of Estate Alleged.
The heirs of Jose Francisco Cande- lario have brought suit at Albuquerque to recover on a bond alleging
mismanagement of the estate, speculation with personal property involv
ed and failure to make a final report
in thirteen years.

Charles W. Dudrow

Zook's Pharmacy

V

WHY NOT NOW ?

dr-se-

Phone Red 100

.A

Phone 14

Adequate Insurance
Eventually,

i

YARD ON EICKOX STREET, NEAR
NEW MEXICO CENTRAL DEPOT.

't"--

FARE

Imperial Laundry

Lump, nut and
mine run coal

Phone Red 100

It

YOU intend to seccure

Xa

Acs. to X4alc

Premium on Las Crucea Bonds,
Bids on a bond issue for $75,000 by
Las Cruceg were made by S. A. Kean
& Co., of Chicago at 103.6; Otis and
Ohio, 100.5;
Hough of Cleveland,
Commerce Trust Company of Kansas
WE HANOLt LUMBER
City 95. The bonds carry five per In
cent interest and run for thirty years. -- targe .;i,uutitlt.'fnr noil have tvery
lodern
tl
'
facility.
For Best Laundry Work
i
very best vnugh or
Fatal Fight at Willard.
Lumber
Miguel Mora, said to have been unVVe are
thu BASKET LEAVES MONDAY AND TUESQAY
der the influence of liquor, drew a af every. deHrr1ll"n
RETURNS THURSDAY AND FRIDAY
knife on Frank Campos 'at Willard, enabled to make the very best price
because the latter refused to give him for Lualber of such high trad
supplies! from the Santa Fe store- We will be pleased to figure on you.' Agency at O. K. Barber Shop.
house. Campos in self defense drew contacts.
Mrs. F. O. Brown, Agent.
a revolver and shot Mora twice, one
bullet taking effect in the chest and
Phone Red No. 23.
Phone, Red No. 2

R.

Lumber and all kinds
of btfilding material

If Its Hardware We Have

Phone 14.

Prom

BARRANCA TO TAOS
Meets Both North South
Bounds Trains.

-

Phone Black

Hardware Co.

Wood-Davi- s

Moun-tainai-

Groceries and Delicatessen
PHONE

COME TO SEE US AND WE WILL 8HOW YOU MANY CAMP
'
NECESSITIES.
HAVE YOU A STRONG KNIFE, A POCKET AXE OR WATER-PROOMATCHBOX7
BUY YOUR OWN GUN AND THINGS; DON'T BORROW. .
OUR LINE OF OUTING HARDWARE WILL MAKE YOU HAVE
A BULYY FINE TIME. - .

.

LOUIS

r

THE MERRIAM WEBSTER
The Only New unabridged dic
tionary in many years.
Contains the pith and essence
of an authoritative library.
Covers every field of knowledge. An Encyclopedia in a
single book.
The Only Dictionary with the

j

6 Loaves of Bread for 25c

-

INTERNATIONAL

TRY IT

Y

.

WEBSTER'S
NEW

"The Best Know In Every Loaf"

WINTER

19

THURSDAY, JULY 6,

Phone

N

"

YOU . SHOULD ,c
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RESULTS THAT REMAIN

TIMETABLE ALL
LOCAL TRAINS

ache and kidney complaint have tried
one remedy after another, finding only
The following are the time tablet temporary benefit. This is discouraging, but there is one special kidney
of the loeal railroads:
medicine that cures permanently and
"A. T. & S. F. Ry."
there is plenty of proof right here In
Leave
8.10 a. m. connect with No 3 west Santa Fe.
Here is the testimony of one who
bound, No. 10 eastbound.
Returning arrive i- Santa 'Fe 12:10 used Doan's Kidney Pills years ago,
and now states'that the cure was lastp. m;
4 p. mp connect with No. 1, west- ing.
Miss Adela Arias, 106 Griffin St,
bound.
Santa
Fe, N. M., says: "There is no
6:30
Santa
at
arrive
Fe,
Returning
praise too strong for me to give
p. m.
7:20 p. m. conect with No. 7 and Doan's Kidney Pills. The splendid re9 westbound; No. 4 and 8 eastbound sults I obtained from their use sevReturning arrlv at San Fe ll:l eral years ago has been permanent
and for that reason, my confidence, in
p. m.
them has Increased. I suffered from a
D. & R. Q. Ry.
dull, heavy ache in the small of my
Leaves 10:16 a. m. for north.
back and was subject to headaches
Arrive 3:05 p. m. from north.
and dizzy spells. I always felt tired,
New Mexico Central Ry.
Leave 5:45 p. m., coniects with No. had no ambition and .. was poor In
2 east and 1 south and west.
, health when I procured Doan's Kidney
Arrive 3.18 p. m. with connections Pills. It did not take them long to
cure me and from that day to this,
from No. 3 east
I have been free from kidney complaint I willingly confirm the public
Herewith are some bargains offered statement
I gave In January, 1907, tellb the New Mexican Printing coming of my experience with Doan's Kidpany: Code of Civil Procedure of the ney PUls."
Territory of. New Mexico, 1897, sheep
For sale by all dealers. Price 60
bound, $1; paper bound. 75c. Missouri cents. Foster-Milbur-n
Co., Buffalo,
Pleading forms, 25; Missouri Code New York, sole agents for the United
Pleadings.
$6; the two for $10. States.
Adapted to New Mexico Code, Laws
Remember the name Doan's and
of New Mexico, 1889, 1901 and 1903, take no other.
English and Spanish pamphlets, $2.25;
full leather $3.
Sheriffs Flexible
If you want anything on earth tn
Cover Poclt't Dockets, single, $1.26; a New Mexican Want Ad.
two or more books, $1 each. ; New
Mxico Surreme Court Reports, No
Foley's Honey and Tar Compound.
3 and 10 Inclusive, $3.30 each. Com Is effective for coughs and colds in
pilation Corporation Laws, 75 c Com- either children or grown persons. No
In the
pilation Mining Laws, 0 c Money's opiates, no harmful drugs.
)lgest of New Mexico Reports. fulJ yellow package. Refuse substitutes.
sheen. $6.50: full list school blanks. For sale by all druggists.
1
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CURE

Fraternal Societies

A

Like President Ripley, He
Visits Colfax Coal Fields
For Health
RAILROAD

DEAL

As the bride led her friends into her
cool, spotless kitchen, they broke into a

chorus of approval.

"Well, I am proud of it," she said, "and proudest of
all of my stove. It's a New Perfection Oil Cook-stov- e,
and I think they are the best in the world. They toast,
roast, broil and bake equally well really to perfection
and the kitchen stays much cooler and cleaner than with any
other range. This stove cuts my kitchen work almost in half."
There is no wood or coal to carry for a New Perfection; no ashes to clean up. It is ready for use as soon
as lit; out at a touch of the fingers economical as well as

il

Oil

CooK-stov- e

of

No.

Regular

j

Mule with 1 . 2 Kiel 3 fcumen, with
blue enameled chiennen.
Hudwinely finished throughout.
Ti,
2' and 3'bumer stoves can be had with or
without a cabinet top, which is fitted with
drop shelve,, towel racks, etc
Dealers everywhere ; or write for descriptive circular to the nearest asaocy

,1.1 IUHHlirfrjB.

FOR RENT Six roomed brick cottage. Bath, range, light. O. C. Wat.
son & Co.

i

lone, turquoise

J

Coro-nad- o

FOR SALE A first class piano is
convocation second for Kale rirt rpasnnahlft trrrns at 2ftl
Monday of each month! Palace avenue, City.
at Masonic Hall a' j
WANTED
7:30 p.m.
American
girl wants
JOHN H. WALKER.
Ap- position at general housework.
H. P. ply Capital Hotel.
ARTHUR SELIGMAN, Secretary.
.OST Wire stretcher and
chain.
Santa Fe Commanderj Party having same, kindly return to C.
No. 1, IC T. Regular Weldner, Santa Fe, N. M.
conclave fourth MonLOST Belt buckle July 4th. Findday in each month at
Masonic Hall at 7:30 er return to Mrs. I. B. Koch, care
p. m.
Sanitaiium and receive reward.
CHAS. A. WHEELON, E. C.
W. E. GRIFFIN, Kecorder.
.
FOR SALE Seven
room
house,
.
bath, electric lifht, fine lawn, fifty
Santa Fe TJodge of fruit trees. 216 Montezuma avenus.
.
Perfection No. 1, 14th
WANTED Men and Doys in Los
degree. Ancient pnd Ac- Small pay but can learn
cepted Scottish Rite of Angeles.
Free Masonry meets on trade
of
automobiles,
electricity,
the third Monday of each month plumbing, bricklaying on actual con- at 7:30 o'clock in the evening in tract jobs, 300 students last year.
Masonic Hall, south side of Plaza. Catalogue free. United Trade School
Visiting f cotish Rite Masons are cor- Contracting Co., Los Angeles.

"The Best in the World"

quick and convenient

at

FOR RENT Store room on lower
San Francisco street. D. S. Lowitzki.

Secretary.

Santa Fe Chapter

"I em here for my health.
"I have not been connected with the
Santa Fe for two years.
"I know nothing of the rumors that
the Satna Fe wishes to purchase the
St Louis, Rocky Mountain and Pacific
Railway."
This and more said Victor Morawetzi
the greatest corporation lawyer in the
United States, who was here Monday
evening for three hours and 20 minutes, spending half of that brief time
dining with Bronson M. Cutting and
Dr. Frederick, M. Bishop on his private
car.
Mr. Morawetz was interviewed as he
was walking through the plaza. He
was asked if it were not true mat im
portant railroad devlopments depend
on his legal opinion and that his recent trip overland from Ute Creek, the
terminus of the St. Louis Rocky Mountain and Pacific Railway, has to do
with the contemplated purchase of
that road by the Santa Fe.
Oh, no, this trip, similar to that
taken by President Ripley of the San
ta Fe system last fall, had nothing of
railroad significance Mr. Morawetz
simply is on his way to the coast, and
is taking a journey across the country'
"for his health."
The Picture of Health.
(Old Sparks Ranch)
His health, indeed! He has rosy
cheeks, and his circulation seems exOpen May 15th for the Fishing Season
cellent. His eyes have that clear look
of the man who works hard but knows
of
Beds
of
Food
Best
Best
how to save his energies.
He is
Cold Pure Spring Water
neither suffering from emaciation nor
No Invalids
$15 a Week
obesity. As plump as a partridge and
evidently possessing a good digestion
Pecos and Mora Rivers, Holy Ghost, Willow and Bear Creeks
and power to sleep the alloted seven
hours to man, Mr. Morawetz does not
Pecos
Clorieta
Write
Telegraph
look like a "health seeker."
Coal Field Cure."
Word comes from the Ute Creek
country, however, that Mr. Morawetz,
the legal mind behind great railroads
and corporations, has been trying a
new cure which Mr. Ripley took last
fall. It is called the "Taos Pass" or
"Colfax Coal Field Cure." It consists
in going over the Taos Pass, followSANTA FE, N. Mn TO
ing the route over which the prelimi
nary survey has been made for the
- $50.35
Buffalo,- - - - $64.95 EXTENSION of the St. Louis, Rocky
Mountain & Pacific railway from Ute
Creek to Taos. From Taos the cure
21.10
44.35 . Denver,!taker goes overland to Embudo
on the D. & R. G. The St. Louis, Rocky
Mountain
Pacific owns coal fields
18.15 in Colfax and
76.35
New
county that it bought for
ten million dollars and that are
worth millions more. Presiednt Ripley
16.35 and Mr. Morawetz and other eminent
75.95
railroad financiers and legal counsel
have found it attractive in ,the past
IN
POINTS
PRINCIPAL
OTHER
MANY
I HW D A TEC T0
year to go over this region, 'lingering
LUW
THE UNITED STATES, CANADA and MEXICO as long and lovingly as possible, but
passing by the great health resort of
PRIVILEGES.
LIBERAL LIMITS AND
Santa Fe and other noted resorts with
only a couple of hours' sojourn.
Fe
Agent.
For further particulars, see any Santa
The coal fields in Colfax county
SANTA FE, N. M should become popular with other rail.
:
H. S. LUTZ, Agent,
road magnates who need no longer go
to Europe in search of health.

a
at

H. H. DORMAN.
Master

1, R. A. M.

Girl waitresses

Restaurant.

7.30.
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So He Says But Reports From
Ute Creek Country
Differ.

WANTED

Regular communication first Honda:

CHAS. E. LIXNE1.
NO BIB

WANTS

MASONIC.
Montezuma
Lodge
No. 1. A. F. & A. II
of each month
Hall
Masonic

THREt

j

the)

dially invited to attend.

Continental Oil Company

WANTED A competent bookkeep32.
Venerable Master. er, of good character and habits good
HENRY F. STEPHENS, 32
health, must write a neat, legible hand
and be quick and accurate In figures.
Secretary.
Apply to the president, between the
interests of Carlsbad and lue whole
hours of ten and eleven, a. m. First
e.
o.
p.
see
to
induced
things
project could be
National Bank of Santa Fe.
No.
Santa
Fe
Lodge
the way Max Frost, of Santa Fe, view460, B. P. O. E. holds
ed them during his lite , time the
Its regular session on
TYPEWRITERS.
country as a whole would prosper. Old
second and fourth Cleaned, adjusted and repaired. New
the
Max used to say that no matter how
of each, platens furnished.
Wednesday
Ribbons and sup
much he differed from people politicalmonth. Visiting broth plies.
Typewriters sold, exchanged
ly he could always join hands and
ers are invitee, and and rented. Standard makes handled.
work with them when it came to adwelcome.
All repair work and typewriters guarvancing the material interests of the
CARL A. BISHOP.
anteed.
Santa Fe Typewriter- - Ex-territory. If local bienering and jeal- J. D. SENA,
Exalted Ruler. changa Phone 231.
ousies could be eradicated there is
Secretary,
no doubt that Carlsbad and the county
towns of Eddy county would experiPROFESSIONAL CARDS
ence a spurt in business never before
known in this portion of the territory.
Carlsbad Current.
S. G. CARTWRIGHT,

Incorporated)

special pavilions and almshouses. Hardly more than
of the cities of 30,000 population and
over, make any local provision for
tuberculosis cases, and not
of the less populous districts make such provision.
In addition to the state, municipal,
and county hospitals, the federal government provides for certain selected
classes in the United States army hospital at Fort Bayard, Xew Mexico,
the United States Public Health and
Marine Hospitals Service Sanatorium
at Ft. Stanton, New Mexico, the
United States Navy Hospital at Las
Anlmaa, Colo., and in five s!pecia,l
...
ATTORNEYS AT LAW
hospitals for Indians on different reservations in the west.
Is Dry.
Carlsbad
a
and
Apart from these institutions,
HOLT & SUTHERLAND
That business is improving goes
few special pavilions at prisons, hosIndependent Order of Beavers.
Attorneys-at-Lawithout saying, but business has nothSanta Fe Dam No, 80, I. O. B. holds
pitals for the insane, and some other
Practice in tje Distri t Court aa
to do with saloons. The saying, its
of
8
ing
total
a
m.
session
at
p
grand
institutions,
Meeting
regular
public
well as before the Supreme Court of
hardly 100, the institutional care of "No saloons make a dead town" has first and third Friday; Visiting Broth
the territory.
the consumptive is left to private j proven false too often. Pecos, Texas, ers are always welcome.
Las Cruces,
New Mexico.
GEO. W. P RICHARD.
philanthropy. With 200,000 deaths doubled in size since the saloons were
from consumption every year, and voted out. Now if business falls off
President
C. W. G. WARD
more than that number of living cas- or gains in Carlsbad it will be no sign C. J. NEIS,
Territorial District Attorn y
es, too poor to pay for" their care in that the saloons going had anything
Secretary.
For San Miguel and Mora Counties
private institutions, the National As- whatever to do with It. While CarlsLas Vegas,
New Mexico.
sociation says that unless the cities, bad will lose the business of some
F. W. FARMER
counties and states realize their duty good men who like a toddy when com
Homestead No.
Chas. F. Easley.
Chas. R. Easley
and provide adequate local hospital ing to town it will gala the business of
2879.
for these consump- some more good men who are prejuEASLEY & EASLEY.
accommodations
Brotherhood
of
tives, the disease can never be stamp- diced against saloons, so, thus it goes,
Attorneys at Law.
American Yeomen
Practice in the courts and before
ed out.
the only difference with or without
Meets
Second
saloons, being that some people will
and Fourth Thura Land Department.
Land
and titles examined.
not allow others to 'have the priv
Kidney Diseases Are Curable.
Delgado's Santa grants
days,
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branch Office Estan-ciM.,
Fe,
under certain conditions. The right ilege of the saloon way of social inHall. H. Foreman,
disN. M.
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before
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do
taken
must
be
not
medicine
They
fancy this
C. G. Richie, Cor.
ease has progressed too far. Mr. Per- manner of pastime and propose to preSec. Mrs. Dais1
E. C. ABBOTT'
ry A. Pitman, Dale, Texas., says: "I vent, it possible this squandering of
Farmer.
Attorney-at-Lawas down in bed for four months with cash and good moments of time in a
Practice in the District and Sukidney and bladder trouble and gall saloon, especially by their own sons.
Santa Fe Camp preme
Courts.
Prompt and careful
stones. One bottle of Foley's Kidney Carlsbad Current.
N. W. A.
13514,
attention
to
all business.
given
Remedy cured me well and sound."
Tuessecond
meets
Santa Fe,
New Mexico
Ask for it. For sale by all druggists.
Omnipresence of Graft.
day each month, so
cial meeting tLlrd
"Graft," remarked Diogenes,
after
G. W. PRICHARD
concluding a futile, lantern-lighteTuesday at Elk3
Attorney and Counsellor at Law
Hall. Vistlng neigh
search for an honest man, "is the acPractice In all the District Court
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ceptance of an unearned good. Why, bors welcome.
and gives special uticntivn to cases
to legislate graft out of
L. G. WHIT TIER, Consul
therefore,
try
Hay Fever and Summer Colds.
before the Territorial Supreme Court.
existence, when by the very nature of CHaS. A. RISING, Clerk.
Must be relieved quickly and Foley's
Office: Laughlin BIk, Santa Fa, N. M.
Wisdom.
the thing it is
in human
Honey and Tar Compound will do it.
Mrs. Springer has now lost her hus nature? 'You and I are grafters. EvE. M. Stewart, 1034 Wolfram St, ChiHARRY O. MOULTON
band. After all, it is probably a pret erybody is a grafter to some extent.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
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who
man
to
who
The
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stick
to
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father,
idea
graft
troubled during the hot summer ty good
the bills, and let those charming newspapers gets free theater tickets
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young
Department of the Interior;
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OFFICIAL PAPER OF SANTA FE COUNTY.

The New Mexican ia the oldest newspaper in New Mexico. It is sent to
every postoffice in the Territory, and has a large and growing circulation
amoni the intelligent and progressive people ot the Southwest.

Yesterday afternoon, the mortal remains of Judge John H. Knaebel
were laid in their last resting piace in
Fairview cemetery.
The beautiful
character of the judge as much as his
ripe scholarship and attainments won
him the respect of those who had the
privilege of knowing him even though
But it was to those
only casually.
with whom he came in closer contact
that his going has left a void, and to
those who loved him, and there were
many beyond even the circle of his
more intimate friends, he has left a
memory fragrant with recollections
of kindly thoughts and deeds.
To the writer, who although he met
Judge Knaebel more than twelve
years ago, he became better known
only during the past two years, the
intense loyalty of the deceased
to
New Mexico and its people came as
a striking revelation. There was nev
er a time, and the subject came up
frequently, that he did not defend the
native-borpeople. He always had
the kindliest interpretation even for
their shortcomings.
His desire for
statehood for these people was al
most pathetic in its eagerness. Day
after day he would come to .the New
Mexican office to learn at first hand
whether there had been any new de
velopment that would bring statehood nearer; day after day he scann
ed the bulletin board for statehood
news and in the evening he would
the Washington dispatches
study
again and again for a ray of hope between the lines if not in the lines.
He put his maturest effort and greatest enthusiasm in his masterly pamphlet recently published in which he
sought to persuade President Taft
that it was the President's constitutional and legal tight to proclaim
New Mexico a state without further
action by Congress or without further delay. It is almost a tragedy
that he should be' called hence before
the hopes he held for New Mexico had
borne fruition in the admission of the

J. B.
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association will tell Its story to the
people of the country through the leading newspapers.
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Endangering an Institution.
AN INJUSTICE.
"The case against you," the prisfollow.
Both Delegates Andrews and CameNews
has
the
The Denver
oner's counsel said, "is very strong.
ron are being accused unjustly of ing interesting news in regard to
So far as can see, you haven't the
delaying statehood when their only
of a chance. They have your
in Colorado:
ghost
dredging
fault is that they understand the sit
finger prints."
"Summit county is noted for its
uation at 'Washington so much bet"Yes, but you can prove an alibi,"
1
the
ter than do their detractors, that extensive placer fields, along
the prisoner insisted. "I can give the
they are saving for the territories watersheds of the Blue and Swan riv
the names of 20 men that'll swear I
whatever chances they may have for
was somewhere else when the swag
and in the gulches dominated
ers,
statehood, which in the case of New by numerous small streams. In 1910
was lifted."
Mexico amounts to a certainty by
The lawyer reflected a moment.
the
three in number proRE- FOR
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next June and in the case of Ari- duceddredges
S060.100 in gold, allowing $350,- "No," he said, "that wouldn't do.
TURNS.
ceris
It
zona to a slim possibility.
No' amount of swearing would coun
000 for the Swan river plant, $210,000
tainly not Delegate Cameron's fault for the Reiling and $100,000 for the
teract the evidence of finger prints,
Our neighbor killed his Thomas Cat,
and the only result would be to cast
For reasons all his own.
Reliance, the two latter operating in
of
to
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the
posed
Then he was sorry for the deed,
discredit on the alibi as a bulwark
where the yield of the
would veto the Flood resolution in its French gulch, 25 to 45 cents
tie felt so sad and lone.
of our liberties and a refuge for the
to the
is
from
gravel
present form, for he had told this to cubic
otherwise helpless victims of man's
yard, gold nuggets included. All
Next week he advertised for one.
Arizonans at the time this clause of
You'd better plead guilty,
with appliare
And e'er he got replies.
injustice.
the
equipped
dredges
the constitution was up for discus- ances for
The old cat turned up home again.
old top."
saving the nuggets. The ofsion and warned them that Arizona
to advertise.
it pays
ficial report of the Swan river dredge
would not be admitted with that
, T. E. M.t In N. T. Telegram.
'
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Always Was Fortunate.
clause in its constitution.
in April and end- a
fdr;
was
Rook
months,
beginning
always
Taylor
Similarly, .New Mexico .cannot ex ing with December 4; In this period
seem won
MANY WAYS OF ADVERTISING tunate man, hut doesn't it
pect Delegate Andrews to fall
derful that his luck should stay wih
the trap of the four Democratic leadrate of 5.3S8 yards
him to
last.
ers and sacrifice New Mexico's state- handled at the
Art That Must Be Mastered to Achieve
for the season
Raleigh How was that? ;
hood by urging the passage of the each day. Expenses
Success
Know
Points
Talking
or 4.7 cents to the territory.
Rook Why, he was operated on for
Flood resolution which would be ve- footed up $65,925,
of Your Business,
the average gold yield
the removal of a pearl which he had
toed by the President and which cubic yard,
from 25 to 45 cents. Gross
accidentally swallowed while eating
would virtually amount to a disap- ranging
WARE, JOURNALIST AND POET.
There Is no business ' that can be oysters, and when the pearl was ex
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$350,158, the net be
earnings
of
Mexico
constituNew
the
proval
Eugene F. Ware, who died this week carried on successfully without adver- amined it was found to be valuable
at $284,443. The company
tion although not so intended. What ing stated
of its ordinary seasons can pay at Cascade, Colorado from the great tising in some form. A lot of people enough to pay for both the operation
one
in
the Arizona Republican says of Dele- 20
cent or $200,000, on its capital heat which even the Centennial state have very peculiar Ideas about adver- and the funeral.
gate Cameron also applies to Dele- of per
did not escape, was one of a group of tising. It is an art in Itself, and the
$1,000,000.
Andrews:
gate
of 1911 the gold western newspapermen- which flour man that has mastered it Is on the
season
"For
the
TWO POINTS OF VIEW.
"It is a task of pleasing superfluity
and highway to success, says the Merrill
output of the dredges (based on the ished, especially in Kansas,
'
News.
Some
people imagine
rk
Apnl, May and June , ta es- whose members have contributed more (Kan.)all
and
the charges of official
that Is needed when they have
at
$900,000, allowing $400,000 potently to the trend of thought in the that
Against
which
made
are
f4
inefficiency
Swan river plant, $3o0,000 for west than many historians are yet anything to sell is just to simply In
for
him from time to time.
As a poet, sert an ad In the paper and that is all
the Reiling (now in extra rich ground) willing to acknowledge.
In the those who remember hira will long re that is necessary. This 19 a very
Rel.ance.
the
and
for
ocrats, as well as Republicans, that
150;?
First the adver
d
SaD
gnet the fact that his high regard for wrong impression.
this territory never had a more ener- tiser must be familiar with what he
of
dirt'
him
from
utilitarian
affairs
prevented
getic business agent, and that' is all han?le? If900
this means $48,843 fulfilling what was his manifest des- Is advertising just as the book agent
,
,
t
or insurance agent know all the
390
activities of Mr. Cameron are not for th mnth and
,fr raise tiny.to He was a true poet, and appear- talking points about their business.
of
run
season.
The
nuggets
literature
ed
care
in
for
fame
less
f,.ic,v,w tv,o
The advertiser must know what he
T
lower this
than for eminence in far less glorious has and advertise it so. No advercultural department of a list of his
is
run
Gold
on
old
Peabody
- placer
fields. Mr. McClure's magazine "dis tiser can afford ito advertise that
.
constituents io wuom garuen seeus
,
preparing to resume, while the Pea- covered "Ironquill" nearly a score of which he does not have or cannot do
near Como, on Tarryall years ago; otherwise he would have
and expect to succeed. The man that
"Every matter that has been Veferr- - body placer
been but little known outside of Kan reads the ad must be
ed to him has received the promptest cref has
taught to expect
f
Breckenndge
'
sas.
attention and the list of results in be- - Re"in?
the article to be just as he finds It
the
worked
in
be
and
wll
extensively
Mr. Ware's apparent indifferenct to described. Another thing that Is very
half of individuals and communities
"und- - tThi
or
fame as a poet is the more remarka necessary In successful advertising is
is we believe, far larger than that
years ble in- that he
achieved by any of his predecessors. famous gold producer
fully comprehended
letting the public know what you have
r
,
"We are moved to these observa ago.".
the power of the printed word in an and the quality. People nowadays are
are
in
usual,
Such
Sredgfng
,
profits
tions by a criticism of Mr. Cameron
other sphere as witness one of his looking for quality. No man with the
W dredges doing better than the
hpMRB n nirt nMpr whn
hpon
quality of goods the people want need
brief, typical poems:
The
anv ri7er dredgL
A
Smith I lent Beatem $10 because
All night the sky was draped in dark- be afraid of advertising too much.
trying, to get a pension since before ab,OTe'sea&uii
wiiu me iuw avciogc vi.
adverthe election of Mr. Cameron has not luis
business
not
of
said he was a man of established
will
you
that
admit
ness
thick;
27 cents a yard at a cost of 5 cents
yet been granted one. , The reason or less
From rumbling clouds
tising and make the investor money reputation. Today I heard that he
imprisoned
22
of
a
made
profit
per yard,
is not the right kind of an Investment never pays his debts.
"
r
aw A( rnf nont nn tna
lightnings swept;
V
and should be disposed of at once. A
Jones Yes; that's his established
,
peculiarly situated, as is explained teu done- Into
the
stick
printer's
stock
all
,As nearly
good legitimate! business will substan- reputation.
by Mr. Cameron in a telegram printed woruk
With energetic click,
such companies is sold at from 10
the man behind It carrying on
elsewhere.
tiate
The
of
ranks
types into battalions
"The bitterest and unfairest and t0 30. nts a s,hare- - the st,ocholde"
any amount of advertising.
By this is
A Couple of Lays.
crept,
not meant that a man with a ten The rain and the hen have their work.
most senseless
accusation made
y "
Which
formed
while
dream
brigades
on
their investment.
As everything earthly must;
thousand dollar stock of goods is to
against Mr. Cameron is that he is op; The hen gets busy and lays an egg.
l
ing labor slept;
New Mexico is credited by experts
j
i
jin
j
mmx "ramount
spena
posing statehood in his antagonism with a
advertising
while the rain is laying the dust.
larger area of dredging ground And ere dawn's crimson pennons were That is not business. But he should
to the pending Flood resolution, in
unfurled,
Colorado, and as good or better
vuc amcuu- - than
able
be
to
least
at
$15
from
r
carryron
,
til
i
at
luc
xttsuiuliuii
Dialing
d
The
columns charged the to $30
Meaning of Platonic Love,
ed by striking out of our constitu- - yalufs Pe
per month In advertising and
ground
neglected Much
"She tells me that their's Is a Plawaking world.
be always
his business.
boosting
tion that provision for the recall ol
to
e,
Santa
There are a number of ways to boost tonic love. What does that mean,
the judiciary, thus making the reso is near and tributary worked
would
a business. A man that will allow a hubby?"
THE DE VARGAS PAGEANT.
lution acceptable to President Taft, and it it was being in
building up
"Means that we'll have to die up for
whose approval must be secured if be of great assistance
The pictures of the DeVargas pa customer to come In and pull him oft
ft wedding
the city.
will
present in about two
him
his
on
chair
wait
before
he
we are to have statehood.
geant thrown on the screen last ev
months."
not
He
Is
is
his
business.
must
Mr.
boosting
Cameron
of
enemies
"The
ening at the Elks' Theater, brought
courteous
People like
concede that if his amendment was
out perhaps more than anything else knocking.
THE SAN JUAN BASIN
RECOGNITION,
treatment. The man that never uses
adopted, the last obstruction to stateof
the af his show windows and shelves to discould, the picturesqueness
Although the Denver & Rio Granue
hood would be removed;
that his
compelled by rea-b- y fair and its possibilities for the future. play his business has not the ability
amendment would surely be followed railroad
The costuming was gorgeous, the ennecessary to conduct any kind of busiadmission. Whereas, as those who sons of financial stress, to cut down semble brilliant in
the extreme, the ness and make a success. A newspaof
branch
for
every
the
appropriations
have been maligning the delegate
such as no other community In
s
per that uses old type faces and does
have within the last week admitted, operation and management, it contin-8- setting
the country could give. It can easily not keep stocked with the newest dematters now stand, 'statehood Is in ues to put forth some of the most
seen that with such a beginning as signs to be had will not be liable to
the balance;' that is, it is conceded striking advertising literature of any be
that
made on the Fourth, the pageant get any fine jobs of printing that
to
thus
showing
railroad
company,
Flood
that the
resolution is repug-- '
- can be made an annual affair that might be had had, be kept up with the
sound
that
pollbusinessmen
to Mr. Taft. Thus we are brought dinary
to this: Mr. Cameron proposes to sub- - cy demands that advertising must be would increase in importance and ia demands. A man must try to please
stitute a certainty for an uncertain-- 1 maintained even during dull periods, beauty, that would draw here gradual- his customers and keep what they
want.
People are peculiar in that
in fact, that it is when business is dull ly more and more people,
ty.
admitted
land
revenues are decreasing that the give a distinctive fame to Santa Fe way. They want to be pleased, and
"'We may, it is true, be
atnothing is more attractive than to ask
by the Flood resolution, though of advertising stimulus is most needed, and that would incidentally draw
to do business with you. Somethat, all parties believe there are The latest pamphlet of the D. & R. G- tention not only to the history and ro people
how
enjoy being Invited to trade
grave doubts. It is admitted by ev- is devoted to the San Juan basin of mance of this section but also; to its at theystore.
scenic
Every shelf, clerk, show
your
cliits
its
resources,
beauty,
is
that
Mexico.
the
by
It
erybody
plan proposed
Colorado and New
In the store should
case
window
and
many-sidemate,
its
and
attractions
Mr. Cameron eliminates all doubt."
beautifully printed, strikingly illusThe
be a constant - advertisement
trated and convincingly written. New abundant advantages.
The history of De Vargas and the local paper should also he used. Tour
PUBLICITY WILL STAMP OUT VICE Mexico can no longer complain that
will not have
reconquest of New Mexico Is so full ad in a foreign paper
The Purity League of Albuquerque the railroad companies are not adver- of
near the Influence it will in the home
incidents
and
comes
to
thrilling
in practical in its ideas and recognizes tising its advantages and attractions.
such a brilliant climax that it affords paper. The people like to patronize
that vice is as much a matter of sur- The story of San Juan county as told material for some
as a rule If they are just asked
Darling," he cried, throwing asloa
dramatist to write home
roundings and circumstances as It is in this pamphlet is certain to bring a play that would lend itself to annual in the right way and through the all reserve, "do yon not know meT
As he took her to his bosom, aha
of law and character. Says an Albu- capital and settlers and that is what
right channels. It you doubt these
section of the com performance in an amphitheater or things, try a three months' campaign sobbed: "Your face Is familiar, al
every
querque exchange:
stadium, that would bring out the and do
"Better lighted and better patrolled monwealth is striving for.
your best Don't do It half, though l can't fluite recall youf
events of Santa Fe's early history, then
results. Go at It like you lUBt.
expect
parks, better ventilated public build-- .
that would give opportunity for the
ings and the appointment of a comIt is very gratifying to the New display of the Pueblo Indian customs meant to win. ,
mittee of censorship to pass upon all Mexican that New Mexico spent about
and dances and that would recreate
moving picture films shown in Albu- the sanest Fourth of July of any comsome of the early Spanish songs and
querque are a lew of the suggestions monwealth in the Union. There were
made by the Social Purity league of no harrowing stories of bloody acci- traditions. This together with a paJOHN WANAMAKER SAYS:
to the performance
Albuquerque in a petition presented to dents, of sensational crimes, of devas- geant leading up
would
Santa
Fe
fame
would
that
give
Purcouncil
last night. The
the city
"I never In my lifa used such
tating fires, connected with any celethat of Ober Ammergau and
ity league has as members several doz- bration in the territory. Most ot the equal
a thing as a poster, a dodger or
would
assure
an
it
absolutely unique
en young women of Albuquerque."
towns enforced ordinances that
a handbill.
position in the world of travel and lit
While the New Mexican is dubious
the firing of weapons and fire- erature.
"If I wanted to sell cheap Jewabout the censorship of moving pic- works in the municipal limits. It may
elry or run a lottery scheme I
tures, if it is maintained in a broad be well to remember that Santa Fe
might use posters, (Mill wouldn't
The psychology of advertising is
spirit so as to eliminate only the abso- - has had for many years an ordinance
insult a decent reading public
lutely vicious and suggestive, It too providing for a safe and sane celebra- after all, very simple. Last evening,
with handbills.
r
might be of benefit. As to better light tion of the Fourth and that Mayor Sel the New Mexican gave the graphic ex"My plan for 23 years hat
a
ing, it is recognized that the lighting igman and some of his predecessors ample of local merchant who adverbeen to buy to much apace In a
tised for sale something for which
up of slums and alleys has done enforced it to the letter.
with
newspaper and fill
'
as much to lessen vice as more specthere was a desire locally, and within
what I wanted. 1 Would : not
In a
tacular means. Even the men who
three hours after the paper was from
give an advertisement
'
West Virginia is a mining and a press, had sold out the entire commodmaintain that the municipality should
newspaper of 400 circulation tor
S
tolerate and license vice do not want manufacturing state and yet it has up- ity. He merely advertised something
6,000 posters and dodgers."
to be seen going into the house of on its comparatively small area
that the people desired or thought
Mrs. Henpeck You seem to like to
worth of domestic animals, they desired the moment they read the
vice and the most effective means of
So to the Simpsons'.
,
Laund rymen to Advertise.
stopping most men frequenting such proving that free range is not an ab- advertisement in the New Mexican.
Mr. Henpeck Yea.
house would be to compel them by law solute necessity for the livestock in- This point was illustrated last night by The Laundrymen's National
Mrs. Henpeck She's a fine hostess
to register their real names in a book dustry. It has a million sheep, over the crowds in the Elks Theater. Even
has concluded to enter upon a
Mr. Henpeck Fine. She always
like a hotel register and then pub 600,000 cattle, 180,000 horses, 12,000 standing room was not to be had. The decidedly unique campaign ot educa
lishing those names the next day. mules, 327,000 swine and 3,310,000 management had advertised in a few tion. The executive committee, head makes me feel as It I wasnt at home,
It might break up families and cause fowls. Altogether, its livestock in lines that the pictures of the DeVar- ed by L. H. Fisher of Kansas City,
,
scandal for a while, but in time It dustry represents in dollars and cents gas pageant were to be shown. The has 'been authorized- to present to the i
His Relatives
as much as does that of New Mexico result was magical. Advertising pays women of America, the claims of the ; Tou are by nesrMf itlittv,?
would stop all talk about
Bald Willis to his ma;
ties regulating instead ot stamping with a free range greater than the en- if it .awakens in the reader a desire to modern steam laundry upon their
-- BUI wnen
I
out vice.
tire area of West Virginia.
,
For the
greater patronage
buy the commodity offered for sale.
My closest on a pa."
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The Palace Hotel
William Vaughn, Prop.

f.

.

One of the Best Hotels in
ROOMS IN BUtT

CnUine and,.
Table Service

WITH PRIVATE BATH

Large Sample
Boom for Com- mercial Travelers

klj

Unexcelled

'V

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO

WASHINGTON AVENUE

HOTELS

MONTEZUMA

RECENTLY OPENED, IS SANTA FE'S IDEAL

COMMERCIAL TRAVELERS' HOTEL.
Thirty seven rooms, newly and' neatly furnished,
well lighter) and ventilated, v
Booms en suite with private bath an i phone.

raer

FINE SAMPLE ROOM.

THOS. DORAN

CHEERFUL DINING
ROOM. FINE CUISINE

RATES

$2.50 TO
$3.00 A DAY

Proprietor.
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Talks

$150,000
80.000

Undhrtil Profit -

Sarptos

FE, N. M

of securing tne aesirea puDiicity
gum of $75,000 will be expended.

5

OF SANTA FE.

For Rates, Etc., Call On or Address,
MOULTON-ESP-

-

THE FIRST NATIONAL BANK

OF MARYLAND
WRITES AUTOMOBILE INSURANCE, PROTECTINO
OWNERS AGAINST DAMAGES TO THE PUBLIC
through the use of Automobiles, and it is a very Important
and necessary kind of INSURANCE.

THE

READ, Castier,

P. UcKMiE, is&tartCxsM

hler

Coronado Restaurant

'

.

hs

.

ShortlOrders run Day & Night. Regular Meals 25c.
Furnished rooms in connection.

Hot & Cold Baths.

::

222San Francisco Street

Electric Lights

G. LUPE

::

HERRERA, Prop

.

a

4.1
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night-forme-

Wells Fargo & Co. Express

t

has-bee-

General Express Forwarders
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All Parts of The World
Cjjva U AfiPV

mai Inconvenience by Purchutaf Wells
1HUUVJ Pergo Domestic Money Orders, Traveler'
Checks and Foreign Money Orders

rfr',C

U. S., Canada, Mexico
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REMITTANCES SENT BY TELEQRAPrl

Jl

J. D. BARNES, ASnt.
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wide-awak- e

MULLIGAN & RISING

FUNERAL DIRECTORS!
MiS?"

130

108

RED1.'.'

PALAOa
IAVS

Picture Framing tastefully and Satisfactorily Done.
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SOFT DRINKS
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FIRST CLAS5 HACK SERVICE
For Hire at eaeular irtooaaugflloa ana aadlo horooe.
TKE0D0XE COMIC!,
COUCE'S HACK Lltt
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COULDNT STUMP SMALL BOY

UNITED STATES

BANK

&

TRUST CO.

PERSONAL MENTION

CAPITAL 850,000.00
Does a General Banking

Robert E. Lee C. Jlonk, Is a tourist
from New Orleans registered at the
Palace.

Business

Colonel Ralph E. Twitchell left Santa Fe last evening for Albuquerque

after spending several days in Santa
Fe.

Your Patronage Solicited
President

B. LAUGHLIN,

.

' W.

11 rs. Samuel Eldodt, wife of
the
former territorial
auditoq, is here
from Chamtta and Is registered at the

Palace.
Mrs. J. D. Hayward of this city and
Mr. end Mrs. C. S. Baldwin of Mori-arthave gone to Lemex Springs pn
a camping party for the summer.

H. F. STEPHENS. Cashier,
Asst. Cashier
v

E. GRIFFIN,

MILLINERY BARGAINS

to Kick Empty
Bowl Carried by Youngster
Is Given Permission.

Bully Who Wanted

The little boy was carrying home
the empty bowl that had contained
bis father's dinner, when- a big bully
appeared.
"Do you mind if I kick that bowl?"
inquired the bi'.ly.
"Not a bit," said the small boy.
"You mean that? Do you mind if I
kick that bowl?"
"Not a bit."
"For the last time. Do you mind
If I kick that bowl?"

Warm Weather Wear

ONE THIRD OFF
On

Fancy Ribbons Flowers
This Month Only.
.

I

Veils

No Use in Being

Absolutely

j

South-Eas-

j

Corner Plaza

t

j
j

POROSKNIT

j

MARKET REPORT

"No. I should like you to."
"Oh, would you? Then watch me!"
Kaach Barth, chairman's "the Dem- exclaimed
MONtY AND METALS.
the bully, as he shattered
ocratic central committee" of Berna the bowl to atoms.
New York, July 6. Call money 2
lillo county and a prominent attorney,
2
percent. Prime paper irai
"Do you mind now?"
;
Is here from the Duke City.
;
dollars
4j. Amalgamated
"Not a bit!" retorted the small boy, Mexican
L. C. Ilfeld, assistant district attor
bid Atchison
Sugar 117
"My mother borrowed 6S
away.
edging
ney of the second judicial district, the bowl from your mother this morn- 111
Great Northern Pfd 135
in
Guard
the
National
and, lieutenant
ing. You'll hear all about it when N. Y. Central 109; Northern Pacific
at Las Vegas, was in the city yester- you
Exdiv 131
So
Reading 139
get home!"
day on legal business.
Pac. 122; Union Pac. IS"
Steel
Mrs. Eula Attell of Gainesville,
7S
IMPOSSIBLE.
Florida, is visiting Mr. and Mrs. John
St. Louis, Mo. July 6. Lead, steady
H. Walker on Grant avenue. Engin$1.40; Spelter easier, $5.60.
to
be
eer John H. Walker is able
New York, July 6. Lead dull, 4.45
'
about again after a siege of illness.
V1.30.
Colonel Venceslao Jaramillo, of Eli
Standard copper dull, spot, $12.00
Rito, member of the constitutional
12.20; September, 12.2012.40.
convention, was In the city yesterday
Silver, 52
of
to attend the' meeting of the board
GRAIN, PORK, LARD, RIBS.
Nor
regents of the
Chicago, July 6 Wheat September
mal School..
90
December, 93
Mr. and 'Mrs. Ira Morgan of Dayton,
Corn Sept., 64
Dec., 63
the
at
are
registered
Eddy county,
Montezuma. Mrs. Morgan Is here with
Oats Sept., 45
Dec, 47.
her husband visiting her son, W. H.
Pork Sept., $15.(10; Dec, blank
Morgan, propietor of the Morgan LivLard Sept., $S.35S.37 12; Dec,
ery Company.
$8.25.
Mr. and Mrs. Francisco D. Luna,
Ribs Sept., $S.42
Jan., 7. 97
Sr., Mr. and Mrs. Francisco D. Luna,
WOOL MARKET.
Jr ofijTlerra .Amarilla, were in the
St. Louis, Mo., July G. Wool steady.
City; yesterday on .their way home
..where they have
Territory and western mediums, l
1!
fine mediums, 1317
fine
been, visiting friends.
1114
Hon. Malaquias Martinez, territorial
LIVESTOCK.
coal oil inspector who was here on
Molly Jack said he'd spend his last,
Chicago, July 6. Cattle Receipts,
business of his Office and also to at cent
on me.
6,500; market steady; beeves,
4.50
tend a meeting of the board of reHa spen-- ; his 6.90; Texas steers,
Dolly Impossible!
Nor
$4.606.10; westgents of the
me before I threw him ern
cent
on
last
steers, $4.755.9$; stockers and
mal School of which he is a member,! over.
feeders, $3.355.50; cows and heifers,
left this morning for his home in
Taos. . ;
$2.355.90; calves, $6.008.0O.
Singularly Fitting.
Hogs Receipts,
18,000; . market
the jeweler, has
George
"They were discussing Brown, his
returned from a Fourth of July visit charming manner and his lack of slow, 5c lower; light $G.256.70; mixto Santa Fe. He describes the great moral responsibility in all matters ed, $6.256.75; heavy, C.20; rough,
de Vargas pageant as the most magni- connected with money. "Ho means $C.206.35; good to choice 'heavy,
ficent spectacle ever seen in the south to be honest as the sun," said one of j $6.358.75; pigs, $G.006.65.
blieep Receipts, 15,000;
market
west. Albuquerque Journal.
"but be doesn't get
bis friends,
steady, -- .o lower; native, $2.604.70;
around to paying his debts."
"He ought not to have any debts" western, $3.004.80; yearlings, $4.40
CROWD GATHERS TO
HEAR STOKE'S PRELIMINARY, isaid another man. "He ought to havo 5 50; lambs, native, $4.257.25; westfwhat my boy in college wrote me for; ern, $4.757.35.
(By Special Leased "Wire to New Mexican) the Other day Kathleen MaVOOP
If you want anything on earth
New York, July 6. There was a dis-- , been' loans."
,j
trj
"what are they?", asked one of thai a New Mexican Want Ad.
play of summer finery that made the
'
,,
to-'party.
crowd in the Tombs police court
loam
"A Kathleen Mavourneen
day forget the heat when Miss Ethel
tor years and it may be for-Conrad and Miss Lillian Graham en-- 1 to"?
"
peared for examination on the charge ever.' said the fatter. Youth's
The Pathway to the
...
of attempting to murder W. E. D.
BATH.
AFRAID
Stokes, the millionaire hotel man. In
contrast to the defendants, Mr. Stokes i
loked pale and worn. Mr. Stokes, as
!
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Established
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1856.

Incorporated

1903.
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Lefs Pull Together
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We will do our share. What you
save in buying

1

White Summer Waists,
!i

95c

O

.

1

""

INDEPENDENCE DAY

1

BUNTING

AND

BE PATRIOTIC!

-

COM

SELIGMAN BROS

T.

95 c,

DECORATIONS

P. 0. Box, 219.

Have

'

1 :

Phone 36

..

ce

if

air

Offices

119

ProrrtyRanches etc. Renting)

Drug Store

Underwear,

what the " B.
Suits at

V.

?spVht

D." Quality is.

$1.00 and $2.00 per Suit

W. N. TOWNSEND & CO.
v
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NO WAITING
Until Summer is Over. Now is the Time
You Need Them.

Midsummer Closing Out Sale

,

trodden by

HE

A

A

Opportunity to Get Bargains.

A Grand

A

SELIGMAN

ADOLPtl

those

knowledge of medicinal chemicals is
slight. The Druggists themselves are
largely dependent
upon the manufacturer for the quality
of chemicals dispensed. For that
reason, we use
Squibbs Chemicals
only, to Safeguard
our Customers as
well as Ourselves.

Saof a Fe, New Mexico
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DRY GOODS

CO.

whose scientific

.
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WHITE GOODS, LAWNS. EMBROIDERIES.

Is most frequently

For "summer' dlarrh'eoa in children
always give Chamberlain's Colic, Chol
era and Diarrheoa Remedy and castor
oil, and a speedy cure is certain. For
sale by all dealers.

C. WATSON & CO.
St

:

COME AND LET US SHOW YOU WHAT WE HAVE.

n

the first witness, narrated the events
of June 7, when he, was shot.

v

Sao Francisco

:

Com-oanio-

ju-- ..

0.

They
:

Suits 60c and $1.00

We Have Them in

1--

ct)

I
I

Brand

YOU ALL KNOW

,

Real; Estate
(City

Ever Worn Them?

j

Boiler)

i

1.00

Silk and Wool Union Suits, $2.25.
For SOMETHING SWELL look at these.

j

I

: :

:

Give Satisfaction.

:

Crown

I

INSURANCE

$1.00

They are Solid Comfort.

i

Spanish-America-

You

:

:

'

-

selection

Union Suits,

2

n

,

$1.25 and $1.50 Regular Stock, at

Look over the

2

8

ONE WEEK
ONLY

OUR SPECI AL

: :

'"

Spanish-America-

IS YOURS FOR SOMETHING ELSE.

Uncomfortable

MISS A. MUGLER

'

& GO.

WATERMELONS,

S

X

X

X

XXX

X

X

Circassian Walnut
THE MOST BEAUTIFUL OF FURNITURE

Elegant Style

Magnificent Display
-- AT-

.

Fine, Ripe and Sweet.

If Your Instep is not Strong
ONE OF OUR
IN STEP SUPPORTERS

BRAWLEY VALLEYGANTALOUPES

Butt Bros. Co.
"Always

You Must See

Reliable'

havo a note to meet next week
SANTA FE STRAWBERRIES and"I I'm
afraid I won't have the wherewithal"
AND CHERRIES
;
"Well, don't borrow trouble."
"Not what I want to borrow ia a

Uttle money.

BERNALILLO

'

SOME SATISFACTION

APRICOTS I

AND PEACHES

COME AND SEE THE DINING ROOM SET.

Our Stock of WATCHES, CLOCKS, SILVERWARE. CUT
GLASS, FINE CHINA and 'JEWELRY is selected
.personalty, and we stand back of every article

Mineral Water ?
;Why
Import
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
'
THE
:

That'

cold
.

-

First Class Work Guaranteed

FOR PRESERVING

NOW

They will not be cheaper but will

PAUL P. LACASSAGNE

8aon.

DAILY RECEIPTS OF

Wadding

and Table Bouquet and Dtooratlon.
, Funeral Designs.
Out of town order given eareful attention. An extra charge of 2Se
for parting on order under 3.QJ.

Phone Black

R. V. BOYLE. Mgr.
Santa Fe, New

13.

i

I

H

Mexico.
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Vegetables

XM:

mr .wwa,- -

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

J. P Steed

& Son

TtSl Ml

Air

worn uoaranteed.

ySBM5E33

DONE

pump

pi us
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UP

THOSE

DARK

PLACES

SOLE AGENTS
FOR

V

Electric Stoves

Electrie Toasters

Electric Curling Irons
Electric v Chafing Dishes
Tea - Pots
Electric

it
fit

1

'

Santa Fe Water and Light Company!

,

n

-

r
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-

f
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Electric Irons That Stay Hot

Water H&ter and Percolaters

I

f.

MADE TOORDER
NEATLY

k.

MjWJWU

.-

WIRE

at

at the

Auto Scarfs:

aft

Anl) kADliiCIIinAatKa.

SIGN PAINTING

Efe.w

sIrvice; pay and night

SOLEAQENTS
.

Leave orders

Patronize home industry.

Street

;DM you watch that man illdlng FURNITURE

SrVeVaS

'.-

riwiiuois
j;

-' a

"Don't get down in the mouth, old
chap. Look on the bright side of
thing a bit."
"But which Is the bright aide of a
T" London Opinion.
gum-bo- il
-

:

THE SANTA FE MINERAL WATER CO

309 San Francisco

A Swell Line of
A Puzzle.

:

YOU CAN GET

KAUNE & CO.'S STORE, PHONE 26.

go higher.
Fruit in

WHEN

Delivered to your house.

?
A Friend's Advice.
"A college has offered me a degree
for a million."
"What's the use? Buy yourself a
hundred . dollars' worth of funny
clothes, and save the rest of the
coin."

:

Celebrated Maiden Buttee Mineral Water,
All Kinds of Soda,
Special High Ball Ginger Ale

;

(bitterly)

BUY YOUR,

BLACKBERRIES

sWf

H. C. YONTZ,

Phone Red 58

I61-- Niht

CARRIAGE & CAR PAINTING
Job' ComforteK,,,
' Boss Politician I'm sorry, Swaez.
but the investigators are hot on your
SIGN WRITING
comfort

.

spare a ten?"

Phone

-

Officeholder

Jewelry 4hat is Absolutely Reliable.

Could you

trail.-"- '

...IN BUYINQ...

THE CLARENDON GARDEN

It to Appreciate Its Beauty.

Got an Opening.

Arch Props and Supporters.
....
JOHN PFLUEGER; THE SHOE MAN

PLANTS,

CO.

DRUGGISTS

.WE ALSO HAVE.

CUt FlOWerS
A Specialty

FURNITURE

ACKERS-WAGNE- R

It

Can;t Be Beat.

WILL HELP,

Weary Say, Tim, dis 1 er good
place ter hang up fer de night.
Tim Not on yer life. I don't stop
near any river. I did once, and got
up In my sleep an' walked right Into

,

.

Louis Rocky

Pacific

i
Pm

"'

is

,

7"oU

'
" o on

'
;

2 47

345
7!

HT
443
6

...

82

Bin

....

sol

..

Clifton Hoase N' M....

a

llirL1

9 05
Mi

Ar

6
6
6
6

35
27

17
00

pm

-

-

pm

Connects a. Coltax with H. P. A S. W. ay. train both Northland Soatb.irg
SStaus for Van Houten V, M. meets trains at Preston N.IM.l
N. M., at 9:00 a. m. dally except
M., for KUzabethtown.
Stage leaves Ute Park.
.snds-ysFare &i ou one way $3.50 round trip: tlfty pound baggage carried free.
0. A S. train leaves Des Mctues, X, M- -. for the south at 11:11 p. in. arrives from Ithe
th at 4:38 a. m

r.

J. VAN HOUTEN,
V. P. & G. M..

G.

DEDMAN,
Stuoerintondont.

M. WILLIAMS,

G. P. Agent,

3k

.4

ASK FOR TICKETS

I

SHIP YOUR FREIGHT

From Santa Fe llTJ'X
ko, Arizona, Mexico and to the Pacific Coast,
MEXICO CENTRAL to Torrance, Thence

via NSW

the corners. Isn't

EAST

THE

iU
UUfl

BEST

knj&

ROUTE

OR

--

J5

a very

nat-

tiser?

The merchants of both classes
are consistent with their past
customs
and past training.
Where they differ Is in the
point that one Is modern and
the other is not. Merchandis
ing today Is not the merchandising of a few years ago, when
good goods and good 'service
were considered the only requiSuccessful
sites of success.

WEST

For rates aud full infprmatioa address

EUGENE FOX,

It

for a merchant of
this class to involuntarily retract when he has laid before
him the proposition to spend
for advertising a sum equal to
that of the aggressive adverural thing

Paso Texas.

merchandising

today Ic both of

these plus advertising.

SOME HINTS TO

When Going

EAST

WEST

oR

SHORTEST LINE TO

Denver, Colorado

Springs and Pueblo

should always be used. One big, bold
advertisement is worthy many small
ones.
Every eye will catch the big
advertisement only those who study
the newspaper carefully will see the
small ones The latter need constant
By big
repetition to be effective.
or
(space I mean- at least
of a newspaper page. Another advantage of the big advertisement
1b that once the eye Is arrested the
mind Is at once placed in a receptive
mood.
I consider the firm name next only
In Importance to the heading of the
advertisement. The subject-matte- r
and beading are of first importance
next to fix and constantly keep the
firm name before the public.

TICKETS AND RESERVATIONS AT

NEW

MEXICAN

BUILDING OR UNION

DEPOT

one-quart-

one-thir- d

NewlMexigo State Fair
ALBUQUERQUE,
(

October 9,10,11,

12, 13,14,1911,

EXCURSION RATES Qfi ALL RAILROADS

Modern advertising Is plowing
and harrowing and sowing seed
things that must be dons before the harvest can be reaped.

Write for Premium List and Program.
ISAAC BARTH,
President.;

Notice for Publication.
(07533. )

Copy to
N. M.

forest supervisor, P

.

JOHN B. McMANUS,
Secretary-Manage-

r.

Hilarlo Garcia, of Santa Fe, N. M.;
Teofilo Herrera, of Lamy, N. M.; Dem
erio Eibera, of Pecos, N. M.; Jesus
Lopez, of Pecos, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
,

Department of the Interior,
Register.
S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N
June 13. 19
TO AND FROM ROSWELL.
Notice is hereby given that Jacln
Connections made with Automobile
Ortiz, of Rowe, N. M., who, on JuJ
a ions, made Homestead No. 9530. foJ line at Vaughn lor RosweH, dally.
l
sec. 35, township 15 N, range Automobile leaves Vaughn for
NE
B- - and arrives at Ros-w- l
at
8:30
a.
to
of
intention
filed
notice
11 E, has
at 3:30 p. m. Automobile leases
proof; to estabmake final five-yea-r
.
lish claim to the land above described, RoseU pr Vaughn at 6 p. m. The
Kafniw iwaister or receiver. TJ. S. Land fare bflweeu' Santa V and Torrance
21st , is (5.80 and between Torrance and
office, at Santa Fe, N.'
' HV,the
V
$10.' Reserve seats on auto
i Roswell
1S1L
Af
JnlT
4v
mobile
wire J. W. fftookart.'
by
so
names
Claimant
IT.

Ros-Vei-

1--

trr

Influence of Advertising.
Advertising has become such a vi
tal and necessary part of our daily
lives that the majority of us do not
realize the influence It exerts upon us.
merchants
That is why
and manufacturers are advertising
regularly and persistently, and It is
because of their advertising that they
are reaping a golden harvest. .
Advertise, Messrs. Merchant and
Manufacturer, if you want to do busl- nes In these days!

Too Anxious to 8all.
"This necklace, madam," said, the
clerk lust promoted to the curio de
partment, "was originally made for
the Duke of Buckingham, who gave It
to Anne of Austria. We're selling a
lot of them." Everybody's Magazine.

JS'eio

Mexico, June SSlh. 1911.

To Company Commanders:

attention is respectfully invited to the use of the
typhoid vaccine as a mean of preventing the appearance and
spread of typhoid fever in military camps.
During the past four months it has been used upon all
troops forming the maneuver brigades on the Mexican border.
with the result that there have been no cases of typhoid de--

Your

--

Office of the

Circular
No.

3.

gists.

...

a

rw
wa'
their confidence and bear sympathy roouon TOQay'
alaul
and assistance to their distress, Their some
.
nave " 18 tt mue ""'" uul- afflictions became his afflictions; you
and into their joys and aspirations he not torn a blt- 80 won't need mending,
My husDand nevr
entered with all the eager enthusiasm We don,t need
base bawl nws- - and 1
of a child. His loyalty never wavered reads only
under the assaults of injury and time read only tne society news. So if you
and though the arrows of ingratituda P"11 Mni OVr you are welcome to
sinking deep in his tender nature, tllls nW state consuxootion.
Yours sinceerely,
caused him such agony as few can
Mrs. Permelia Toggerplume.
know, it was a pain of doubt and dis- The individual who operates the
appointment, which vanished before
some new show of kindness like moving picture machinery at Raton
mists before the summer sun. He did is different, and deserves a chromo.
not forgive; he forgot. He lacked! He, or she, really gives an' ordinary
the ability of hate. ' He who was so plug reader time to read the announcesensitive to injustice never, intention- - ments on the canvas preceding each
ally wronged or wounded another be-- j scene.
There is a law in New Mexico pjo- ing.
He was intensely and grandly hu- - hibiting a saloon in a town of less
man; and nothing human did he con--j than one hundred inhabitants. Yet
smer alien to Himself, fauch a man theire is a saloon at Cutter! It is as-'
recognizes that human frailtiesj in tonishing how one hundred people can
other men as in his own case, are the iive that way in one house. It must
inevitaDie attendants of numan na-- be a very thickly settled dwelling,
ture. He did not believe that the! Mrs Toeeemlume has received a
evils of society may be cured by newgpaper from her brother at Tucum- i cubicBs auBsuun niiu uearuess per-- ;
cari In tne paper J8 a marked article
aumu auuse; nor uiu ne consuiute ohnll. th
TllflllmrBri water worlts
himself a critic to pass upon his f el-- i
Mrg ToggerpiUme suddenly
8ystem
Paused while reading it and sweetly
and. better "c"c;cVrr to suspect:!
..Thls gayBtney
fM T
and that society and well being de-- l .f.
nt tha,,aVar.
tha
pend upon the faith of man in man.
mean that ttiey
There was nothing narrow or base, i ojtove. Does that
ln Y
h wat
compel
or
in
his
j
wiU
treacherous,
impure
'
sition.
He was cheerful, brave and tney hav far tovgo dTown for
Texlc0 cowboy
persevering; reaped rich harvests of The
Ose,
life's hflr.nim.sa and drant
fmm Proposed. to a cowgirl.
Let's you and I wed
its cup of sorrow. He realized and
Right away now," he sed,
exemplified in his living that virtue
does not lie in abstractions that "I'll murder you if you nose."
there is good in all men and things i
that the greatest of all the things in The cowgirl whose name is Marie,
this world is Love.
Pulled a gun on Jose and cried "Gle!"
Then quietly said,
Folowing the reading of this eulogy
Mrs. W. D. Hayes, delightful" sonrano
"Of course we shall waid,
soloist who formerly resided here and But not cause I'm afraid, as you sie."
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CALIFORNIA
3a
ad EXCURSIONS

Mexico,

San Francisco, $45.20

.

The resignation, by the following officers, of their commissions in the National Guard of New Mexico, are accepted,
effective today, viz:
,
2nd Lieut. John Koogler, 1st Infantry.
'
2nd Lieut. Ross L. Malone, unassigned.

1st Lieut. Fred Clayton, unassigned.
J. McWenie, 1st Infantry, is relieved
from duty as Battalion Adjutant, 3rd Battalion, and trans"
ferred to the unassigned list.
3. The following appointments, subject to examination, in
the National Guard of New Mexico are announced, to date
" '
from today: .'
John Collier of Estancia, to be 1st Lieutenant, vice McWenie, transferred to unassigned list.
Charles ':N. Bobbins of. Las Vegas, to be 2nd Lieutenant,
;
vice Koogler, resigned.
of Clovis, to be 1st Lieutenant,. Medical
E.
C.
Hauser
Dr.
.
i
"
,
Corps.
Lieut. Collier is assigned to duty as Battalion Adjutant,
3rd Battalion; 1st Infantry, and will report by letter to Major
A. Bail, Silver City.
Lieut. Bobbins Is assigned to duty with Co. " H", 1st In.
f antry , and will report in person to Capt. Morrison for duty.
'
j ..
By command of the Governor.
2. 1st Lieutenant E.

.

.

Returning via Ogden, $5U0.

:

Returning via Portland, $62.50

.....

'

, A. 8. BROOKES,

.

Adjutant General

'

.

; '

0'

(

11.

Los Angeles, San Diego, $35.20
August 14th to 17th.

June

1st

to September 30th,

Portland, Seattle and Tacoma
Direct Routes.

$41.90
$55.00

Return limit,
Dates of Sale, June 27th to 30tb. July 1st to 5th.
tember 15th, HII. Liberal Stopper Privileges.
.

Sep-

,

For further particulars cell n
a 117 stnt pf'tbe Santa Fe

Adjutant General

s

,

June 27 to July 5, Aug. 7 to

.

T

?7Z

mf

A. S. BROOKES,
Adjutant General.

.

, nte

' mtin

Office of the Adjutant General.

1

invi-

-

1.

Official:A. S. BROOKES.

(Contributed.)

Recent heavy rains have greatly
terfered with dry farming in the
cinity of Springer.

-

10, 1911.

July5,19U.

YOB

Cecil Whitney who lives in Quaker
Valley, was bitten by a copperhead,,
and whiskey was at once administerJUDGE KNAEBEL LAID TO REST. ed as an antidote. An exchange inquires, "Where did they get the whis(Continued From Page One.)
key?" Well, there may be some
Quaker Maid in that locality.
pure, sweet things ofour common
life. Tenderly he loved the home,
Santa Fe woman has written the
the kind word, the gentle caress, and nVornnP
which follows:
the prattle of little children.
For
Mr (Vnwrnnr Mill: Our
some men, friendships appear to come
.
an lnaursrGnt. what.
,Bhhnr wh
ana go as mere incidents or acci- toW
that your
he
1
hat
dents of existence; to this man they;
... '
,
aimf
were as the very breath of his nos- ",
Zr,Z
t
trils. It pleased him always to be let
df- - Notr0"ble- - 1 found a nyfi"
into the lives of others, to receive
youf

received.
By command of the Governor:

;'

Again tonight at the Elks Theater
those pictures of the De Vargas par
ade. Your last chance to see them.

Caves, Albuquerque.
Coronado.
Mr. and Mrs. Juan V. Rivera, Pen-ascH. H. Maheffy,
City; Billie
Fahey, Kansas City; Manuel Olguin,
Lamy; James Martinez, Las Vegas,
Abel Martinez, Las Bragos.

as

Santa Fe, New

Akers-Wagn-

C. Crafton, El Paso; E. S. Parker, At
buquerque; Mr. and Mrs. De Luna, Sr., HERE AND THERE AND
and Mr. and Mrs. F. De Luna, Jr., Tier-r- a
Amarilla; W. E. Beall, William

one-four-

No. 13.

ithis city sang "Lead
Kingly Light" to the accompaniment
of Mrs. V. L. Bean on the violin.
Then the funeral procession began,
the pall bearers being four lawyers,
Governor William J. Mills, formerly
chief justice of the New Mexico supreme court; Former Governor L.
Bradford Prince, also formerlychief
justice of the supreme court; Hon. N.
B. Laughlin, former associate justice
of the supreme court; Hon, Frank W.
Clancy, attorney general of New Mexico, Dr. J. H. Sloan, and J." B. Sloan.
Interment was in Fairview cemetery...
The
undertaking establishment was in charge of the funeral and Manager Hanson personally lokoed after the arrangements.

t;

tests, adopted H & H soap for use in cleaning the cartridge
belt, woven, caliber 30, and suspenders therefor, and the
revolver cartridgebelt, woven, caliber 38, and it is desired that
it be used for this purpose in preference to other commercial
soaps. The allowance of H & H soap for issue to regular
troops is one cake for each cartridge belt or suspender for a
year's supply, and itis thought that, owing to the limited
of this allowance will suffice
service of the militia,
for the needs of the Organized Militia.
The price of this soap is 9 cents per cake; it may be obtained from either the War Department on requisition as a charge
against the allotment to the State under Section 1661, Revised Statutes, as amended, or the amount set aside by the
Secretary of War, under the act of May 27, 1908, for the
purpose of making issues of military supplies to the Organized Militia of the State, or purchased for cash from State
funds under the provisions of Section 17 of the Militia Law.
Very respectfully,
P. D. LOCHRIDGE,
General
Staff Corps,
Captain,
Assistants the Chief, of Division,
For the Chief of Division in his absence.
The H & H soap is also useful for 'cleaning haversacks
and canteens and will be used for this purpose, in view of the
fact that it is probably less detrimental to the color than
common laundry or castile soap. In this connection, it may be
stated that no soap should be applied very hard with a brush.
7A requisition' has been submitted for a supply of H & H
soap and it will be furnished Company Cammanders as soon

f)

J

now is visiting

San Francisco;- - R. E. TJlarsh, Cloud-crofB. F. Grinnell, Albuquerque; C.

Sir:
I am instructed by the Secretary of War tonform you that
the Ordnance Department of the Army has, after exhaustive

1

L?&

IT MAKES WEAK WOHEN STRONG
IT HAKES SICK WOMEN WELL.
No woman's appeal was ever misdirected or her con-

Montezuma.

The Adjutant General,
Territory of New Mexico, Santa Fe.

General Orders

i

William Conn, Domingo; T, C. Rivera, Chamita; Thomas Frank, Espan-ola- ;
Mr. and Mrs. Ira Morgan, Dayton;
T. J. Sawyer, Albuquerque; C. L. Pollard, Espanola; E. W. Deuel, Alamosa;
Isaac K. Barth, Albuquerque; Mr. and
Mrs. H. M. Clark, Denver; H. A. King,

WASHINGTON.

Official:
A. S. BROOKES,
Adjutant General.

''

)relans.

DIaSION OF MILITIA AFFAIRS,

-

which snves the suffering sex
pwi ana successfully
grapples with woman's weak- rases ana stubborn ills.

o

The following letter has been received from'' the Division
of Militia Affairs, War Department, and is published for the
information and guidance of all concerned:
WAR DEPARTMENT,

'

of Dr.

curing-pow-

Pierce's Favorite Prescription

Palace.
Mrs. Samuel Eldodt, Chamita; Miss
Schafranka, Durango; Colonel Vences-laJaramilo, El Rito; Malaquias Martinez, Taos; W. R. Lett, San Francisco;' L. C. Ilfeld, Las Vegas, Frank
Bond. Esoanola: R. E Lee Monk. New

July 3, 1911.

June

working,

Hotel Arrivals.

general
adjutant
JVeio Mexico,

;

where there are women who
bear witness to the wonder-

fidence misplaced when she wrote for advice, to
RLD'S D'snjnsary Mbdical
Dr.
R. V. Pierce, President, Buffalo. N. Association,
Y.
Dr. Pierre' a Pleasant PelletM induce mild natural bowl movement one a
day.

Santa Fe,

.

IS

i?e

.

'

Those Who Take Foley Kidney Pills,
For their kidney and bladder ail
ments, and for annoying urinary Irregularities are always grateful both for
the quick and permanent relief they
tonic and
afford, and for their
strengthening effect as well. Try Foley Kidney. Pills. For sale by all drug-

$Sk

veloped amongst those troops.
The use of the vaccine has been stimulated recently by the
example of the Honorable Secretary of War who was himself
inoculated against the disease.
In order to be of service in sucessfully preventing typhoid itis
necessary that three doses be given at intervals of about ten"
days.
In a country such as New Mexico, in which the inhabitants
to a large extent depend for their water supply from shallow
wells the presence of typhoid fever is more to be feared than
n the larger centers of population provided with good, filtered water supply and in point of experience typhoid is one of
the most prevalent of the summer diseases in this territory.
The use of the protective inoculation is fraught with no
danger to the individual at all. In most cases there is no
reaction after its use. A few cases experience a slight headache and a little pain at the seat of the inoculation for half
a dozen hours after the first dose; the second and third doses
are as a rule without symptoms.
In view of the great practical value in reducing the incidence of typhoid fever in camp life and also in limiting the
mortality of the disease it is most strongly recommended that
company commanders will themselves, with their officers be
inoculated and urge all of their men to use this efficient
means of protection against this most dreaded of all camp
diseases.
It is the desire of this office to have a camp this year entirely freefrom typhoid fever.
Within a few days vaccine for this purpose will be distri
buted from this office to the medical officers of the National
Guard and it is desired that the first inoculation be given
the men by these officers as soon as practical before leaving
for the summer camp. The second and third doses will be
administered at Las Vegas.
Instructions as to the use of the vaccine and the record to
be kept of these inoculations will be forwarded to the medical officers with the vaccine.
You are earnestly requested to personally see to it that as
many of your command as possible are thus protected.
Very respectfully,
Robert Smart,
Col. and Surgeon General, New Mexico National Guard.

A newspaper

USE THE

Albuquerque,

this mark of confidence on Dr. R. V. Pierce,
of Buffalo, N. Y.
Every-

s1

g.

mexico

Letter,
No. 1.

Use Same Language as When Speaking to a Customer Importance
of Firm Name.

advertisement should
be just as explicit as a salesman, the
advantage being that while a clerk can
Kalk to only one individual at a time
an ordinary issue of a newspaper car
ries the same story to many.
In
advertisements
newspaper
writers frequently shoot over the
heads of their readers, often generaliz
ing, whereas pointed and explicit In
formation should be given in exactly the same language that would be
used if speaking to a customer, print
ed matter merely having the advan
tage of rendering repetition unnecessary, as is frequently necessary when
talking to "ti customer in order to em
phasize the good points of the article he is trying to sell.
My judgment, says a writer in the
Montreal Herald, is .that big space

stowed
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nen a woman spraics oi ner

silent secret suffering she
trusts you. Millions have be-

It Is a fact no longer disputed that advertising is a great
economical force In the distribution of manufactured products.' Far from being expensive
to the manufacturer, It widens
his market and eAables him to
place his goods at a lower cost
than he otherwise could.
But there are some people
who still question whether a
retail merchant can afford to
advertise. Many a merchant
has carefully considered an advertising campaign, only to decide against such a course on
the ground that it was too expensive.
On the other hand there are
many, perhaps the majority of
who
aggressive advertisers,
have never thought of the question in that light. The man who
has built up his business on advertising regards it as a fundamental requisite. He would no
more think of plannins to run
his business next month without an allowance for advertising than he would think of ignoring the Items of rent and
clerk hire. To him advertising
is the rain and sunshine that
insure his crop of profits. It is
foolish, from h standpoint, to
ask the question, "Is advertisHe would say,
ing expensive?"
"Sure, it costs lots of money,
but do you expect me to die because the cost of living is
high?"
With that class of merchants
whose business has been built
of advertisup independently
ing, It is altogether different.
To them a dollar of earnings
represents so much hard work,
o much careful
watching of
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grasp naa leit a ""red
turned and left him.

'

mark. "She
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Stevens was wakeful that night
He had been a brute.
Because be
had happened to save her from danger he had forced himself upon her.
talked roughly to her, a tender slip of
a thing. On the whole, he had mis
By JOANNA SINGLE
used his opportunity, and, hated himself. One thing was certain, he would
(Copyright, 1911, by Associated Lttsrary Press.) now
go slowly. He would not speak
- Sojnehow he hated to see the girl unless she wished it, and he would
in the morning crush of downtown somehow get an introduction to her,
workers. As he took her fare and
to see her. And another thing
rang It up, he wished for the thou- he vowed to do. He would make the
sandth time in the past six months' sober little thing laugh! He longed
that he knew her name, where she to hear her laugh! She always was
qrltedj anjallabout her. The"young so very serious even her smile was
conductor liked her simple uncon- grave. If she would let him come to
sciousness, her quiet dress and man see her he would take her somewhere
not to a dance, but for a walk, 'or
ner, her beauty which grew upon one
dally. And every morning she got on to a good amusement park.
and got oft at
his car at
Again every morning she was on
Eighth street Stevens looked after his car, but beyond a look of recog
her wistfully this particular time.
nition she came no closer to him.
Though it was June now, he
Then, one evening, he was walking
the winter day when he about downtown, when around a corfirst saw her among the Christmas ner he suddenly came upon her With
'crowd. It was a time of snow and ice, Maude Bailey, whom he knew very
and in getting into the car she slipped well. He spoke in answer to Maude's
and would have fallen but that he had smile, and walked with them a little.
him? He
caught and held her firmly a moment. Wouldn't she Introduce
She had colored and breathed a was 'so taken by surprise that he
"Thank you." That was all, but didn't ask it, and in another moment
enough to make John Stevens notice the girls turned into a store, and he
her. Thereafter she did not miss a was left on the sidewalk with a good- week-daby in his ears. Evidently Maude had
morning.
After a month or two he became taken their acquaintance for granted.
so sensitive about her that he could
Thereafter he was miserable be
not ask any one who she was. In cause of the girl. What move should
his hoars off duty he went through he make?. Maude being something
a tease and tomboy, he dared not
department stores and other public
places where she might be employed trust her with his secret she would
In the Eighth street vicinity. But he make fun of him, perhaps spoil his
'
never saw her; neither, from her ap- -' chances.
and
But again Fate intervened,
pearance, could he make out what
she did. She wore plain and rather gave him the Cole of protector. He
worn dark blue, the exact color of her was going early one summer evening
eyes; her hair was light brown and to -- tinker again at the little house,
curled about her ears. Her manner which he was soon going to move
was very unobtrusive. She might be Into his furniture was already stiffly
anything.
arranged in It He was walking
Then one morning, with uncharac- around a corner where the car lines
teristic carelessless, she left the car cross, when he saw her coming to
and dropped the envelope which Ste- ward him, walking slowly, bare-heavens had seen her tear open as he took ed and leisurely. At the same mo
her fare. At last he had learned her ment he gave a cry, but too late. An
name written on the envelope An old man, evidently deaf, walked diStenie Merrill. It was nothing, but he rectly before an
seemed closer to her it was the first vens gave a Jump fcr the girl turned
step. He kept the envelope several her face . against his breast, put his
days, then one day he handed it to hands over her ears. She should
her, his manner official, his heart neither see nor hear the horror.
He freed her, and led her away,
beating hard.
"You left this the other day."
telling her what had happened. She
She took it, her eyes meeting his was very quiet and went with him
with a little smile of recognition.
willingly, while he still held her arm.
Can I go where you were goingr
Thank yon," she said, but that was
he asked. '
all. J:
'Just for a little walk," she said.
He would have given a month's pay
that June morning for the freedom to "I like these little homes and there's
bit of woods farther on. If s like
follow her and' see where she went
He now had a fixed purpose: to meet the country I came from." She looked
and know her. But, too, he was very at him shyly, and he said nothing
busy. A relative had sometime back about his little house being across
left him a few hundred dollars which from the wood. But they would pass
he had promptly Invested in a sub it She should see it
"You've always been doing things
urban lot across from a little wood.
It had a three-roodilapidated cot for me," she said, "Mr. Stevens sav
tage on It, and being clever with tools ing me from a fall, or from being
he was tinkering at it It was In fair killed or seeing something dreadful
" She blushed deeply.
and
shape for an addition when he was
This is my little house," he said.
able to have it built He had had it
freshly papered and painted. , He "I'm Just working on It Won't you
thought of putting in some furniture take a look at it?" He had stopped
gate. His glance was imthat had been his mother's and room- by his own
'
ing there instead' of at his hot down- ploring. She silently went up the
town boarding house. Meantime he grassy little yard, and let him unlock
kept a lookout for Miss Annie Merrill. the door. She stepped in. It was
She was not the kind he dared speak really very pretty and cozy, but no
to unvouched for a fact of which he woman's touch revealed Itself. She
And then
was very glad.
surveyed things gravely.
But one day she was not on the car she gave him one wish of his heart
nor the next, and his heart sank. she broke Into sudden ringing laugh
Was she 111? Had she left the city? ter, like a child's laughter. In deHe fairly cursed himself for having light he stared at. her for the reason.
It's lovely, but It all looks so ex
let her slip away. Now be had post
She laughed
tlvely no way of finding her. Perhaps actlylike a man."
she had stopped working. Perhaps again.
Then he did what he fully Intended
she was even going to be married!
What a fool be was to care! A girl not to do, what he had intended to
he. had hot even been introduced to! woo her gently 'into letting him do--he
Still, the idea hurt. lSut toward noon
caught her by both unresisting
he was relieved,-- ' Clad in white, with hands.
a big rose hat, and breathing coolness
"I love yont
'Oh," he said,
and leisure, she boarded the car. Only Couldn't you love me, and marry me?
a fat old woman and two children It would be a merciful thing, and
were on. .Dared he speak? Taking that would be exactly like a woman,
her fare he managed to say:
wouldn't it?" He found her leaning
"Hot, isn't it?"
against him.
She-- - smiled a little, and answered
'Yes," she said, grave again, "that
pleasantly, "Yes, it Is. I'm glad it's would be very much like me. It
would be different if I hadn't known
vacation for me!"
He passed on. So it was only
you so long." This time the man was
' vacation! That was not so bad. Then the one who laughed.
he had another surprise. Almost
downtown Jim Buckley, whom he
Rich Antiquarian Find.
knew and disliked, got on, and catch
While reading a French book of
beside
down
sat
of
the
girl
sight
ing
in the university
her. She spoke to him, talking a lit the sixteenth century the other
Andrews,
day,
St
library,
She
reserved
her
in
tle
way.
demure,
the German lecturer, . Dr. Schaaffs,
got off, and Stevens did what he hated noticed some
fragments of an old
to do he said a word about her to
French poem' which the binder had
Buckley.
pasted on buck and covers of the
"What does she do?" he said cas book.
After loosening them he re
ually.
moved the glue and out of the four
.
Buckley stared a moment. "Annie
obtained composed two larger
- Merrill? Keeps Dr. Judson's books. pieces
parts of two leaves of a manu
pieces,
Funny little thing comes from my script written in a beautiful and clear
home town, but loves me as the devil
in two columns of thirty-nin-e
does holy water! .1 ae.;ed her to go type
lines each, 144 in all, with red and
me
to a danjfce once, and she turned
blue initials. The names occurring in
down in a second little prig, but
the text leaves no doubt that the
like her!"
contain parts of the old
He also swung off. Stevens' heart fragments
French chanson "Le Roman de Grande
went up in a pean ot Joy. She had de Viane," and from the language and
good judgment and taste to refuse the script it appears that the manuBuckley's company and his proffers of script was written between 1260 and
amusement, that was certain .
1300.
For two weeks he did not see her
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YOUR ADVERTISEMENT in the NEW MEXICAN speaks
to thousands every day. IT IS BOUND TO BRING YOU
BUSINESS.
THE SUBSCRIBERS to the local paper are the prosperous people of your town. THEY ARE THE PEOPLE WHO

BUY
YOUR ADVERTISEMENT in the local paper helps to
build the town. The outside judges Santa Fo by the advertise-

i
ments in its local papers.
It is a BUSINESS MAXIM universally accepted that advertising pays. That is, if it is done right,
PEOPLE READ ADVERTISEMENTS. Let the "New
Mexican" place in its most obscure column that you are selling ft
suar at one cent a pound and your store tomorrow will not
hold its customers. Advertise calico at one cent a yard and
you will have to telegraph to your wholesale house for carload lots.

d

1

Fred Toney, Chicago's
"Another Amos Rusle," Is the way
the pub outfit talk about Fred Toney.
He possesses a huge, powerful frame
and has speed' to burn when working.
But Chance hasn't given Toney an
opportunity to spoil himself. His first
lesson in the Cnance school was to
learn how to pitch a
ball overhand, and Mordecai Brown
taught him this in rapid manner. And
not only has he been coached by
Brown, but Jimmy Archer, Tom Need-baand Johnny Kling have been at
work preparing Toney . for the hill.
Chance took Toney around the eastern circuit, not to work him regularly,
but to give him a chance t look over
the array of bitters that a pitcher
must face in a long siege. Toney is
g

'

YOU CAN STIMULATE BUSINESS BY ADVERTISING.
Today no business will increase permanently unless by some

New Pitcher.

an observing youngster and the trip
did him a world of good. He has got
accustomed to the great crowds and
the novelty of his first trip In big
league company has worked off.
In all probability Chance will use
Toney quite frequently when he gets
settled down. Toney is anxious to
display his wonderful speed, and the
care that Chance has taken in pre
paring him for this summer's cam
paign is certain to prove advantageous when the Tennessee giant strikes
his stride.

method of advertising. The fool in his heart will say that
therfl is no virtue in advertising but the wise man knows that
the fool is deceiving himself.
AN ADVERTISEMENT in the "New Mexican" DRAWS
LIKE A POROUS PLASTER. It cannot fail if it advertises the

right goods at the right price.

,

ANOTHER

Can't Sea the Pirates.
"Can't see the Pirates with a Lick
telescope," Is a common expression
among ball players.

"FIND" OF THE YEAR

"Germany" Schaefer Is Hitting and
Better Than Usual
Fielding
'
Make Pleasing Figure.
One of the finds of the season is
Germany Schaefer, of the Washing-tonWhen he announced that he
was going to become an outfielder
s.

and get a regular berth in the
urbs, he was chided for using up

subvain- -

i

first-clas-

,:

.

'

again,, and then an accident brought
them together. He was-no- t
well and
was off duty for a day. Going to see
bis physician, he saw her at the
crowded Fifth street crossing with
sheaf of letters in her head, evidently
bound for the postofflce. Half way
over, a sudden gusTof wind torevtbe
letters from her hand, and she caught
at her hat to save that Stevens saw
close upon her,
a heavy motor-traknew ' that she did not see .K, sad
reaching her at a leap, jerked her
backward lust in time. The shock
sent her against him, but be helped
her richt herself. He shook her a
little, he was so frightened, so angry
at her carelessness.
watch where youTe going! uo
you think I want to see you killed?"
She was a little dased and: white.
Be gathered np the letters, went with
Iwr to mall them, and 'then, asking
no permission, walked baek to her
office building with her. "You don't seem to know how to
takev care of yourself," be said on
Tm awry , I was
leaving ' her.
'
Z '
rough!'
i',,
She nodded, and he saw her eyes
of
tears, and bis glance Jell on
JaL.wtXa forearm where big aogry
m

-

f-3-

,"4

It does good to lose once in a while.
The question is, should the ball be
blamed?
Roy Corhan appears to be the sensation of the season.
These hitting bees have an unset
tling effect upon managers.
At last Comiskey has a ball team
s
which is playing
ball.
Paul Meloan continues to make himself solid with the St Louis fans.
Jimmy Callahan Is proving every
day that he has "come back" to stay.
Even Christy Mathewson gets his
drubbings in these days of the lively
ball.
Manager Tenney believes the cast
off Cubs are good enough to help the
Doves.
The cork center ball will make life
miserable for pitchers and outfielders
this season.
'
Only the size of the grounds is keeping Ping Bodie from breaking into the
home run column.
If Ty Cobb and Sam Crawford were
on speaking terms, perhaps the results
would be different. ,
;
Reulbach is still a member of the
Cubs' staff, and is beginning to look
Uke a real pitcher these hot days.
Frank Schulte is peeved since all
these National leaguers began to
usurp his title as the "home run kid."
Briscoe Lord does duty In the left
for the Philadelphia team when there
on the slab, and Amos
is a
Struhk goes to the field when a righthander performs. Some neat figuring
on the part of Connie Mack to get his
full batting strength.
The Reason.
"Why the Seaside?" was the question
the cynic
Had left on his article, fully in
view,
The wag came along and saw It, opln--

Herman ("Germany") 8chaefer.
able oxygen, but he Is fulfilling bis
His hitting and
own predictions.
fielding have been fine, and his base
Katharine Was that big temper- running and general versatility in a
ance meeting last, week the means of game makeline-u-him a most pleasing figure in the
making many swear off?
Kidder Oh, yes. Over a hundred THE ADVANTAGES OF A COLLEGE
EDUCATION.
(tun, who never drank In their lives,
took the pledge.
"Do you farmers believe in sending
your sons away to colleger! inquired
A Question.
the stranger.
harem skirt
' Is her street
"Some of us do, an' some don't," reatttoe;
What will she do
plied the farmer, who, years ago had
In ess of first
given bis two sons a college education; "but I notice some on us 're
A Featherweight Charge.
t' be th' fathers o' college sons
"Madam, I am astonished so ardent as kin entertain th' neighbors with
teetotaler advocate as
stories an lively songs o
Void wear such a bat"
old college days daowtMa th' kitchen,
l
"Why not, sir?"
after their farm ebons) ro done fr
,
.
.
it's ton ot cock; tafia.
.
Ufdarr. w
hair-raisi-

a

THE
MERCHANT is noted by the
fact that his advertisement does not appear in the local papers.
The sheriff has an eye on his business and his credit must be
poor.
LAST YEAR, the "New Mexican" took in $12,000 in subscriptions. The readers who had that much for the local paper
have as much for your store but you must let them know that
you are doing business, where, and how you are doing it
THE ADVERTISING RATES in the "New Mexican" are
but a fraction of the rates in other cities. It is untrue that you
cannot afford to advertise; the fact is when you feel that you
cannot afford to advertise, you cannot afford NOT to advertise.
NON-PROGRESSI-

;

'

Sj

YOUR SALESMAN may speak to twenty persons a day
praising your wares. HE BRINGS YOU BUSINESS.

y

"

1

Ihe "New iexican"

into the
gs
homes of Santa Fe and it reaches

euery post office in Hew Mexico
Dfl

pays to

bed

ateiise

i

nmmr

left-hand-

ing ":
Twas likely the sea sighed because

it

was blue.

An Endless Course.
looks very much," De Trow remarked, "as if the lecture habit was
becoming popular again."
"It has never lost its popularity at
our homo,? Henry Peck said gloomily.

'' "It
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were good and the scenes of the

(THE daily round up.

no. 4 Andrews "Cash" no. 4

.

GROCERY and BAKERY

Kansas City Meats

plause.
Baby Dies Maria, the eighteen
months old daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
juseyu iviarunez ot Fena cianca, aieu
y yesterday. The funeral will take place
at 3 p. m. tomorrow from, the cathe-dral. Interment will be in Rosario
r
under- X cemetery. The
taking establishment is in charge of
Akers-Wagne-

y

Ma-han-

!

j
j

Phone No.4.

2:30 o'clock.
WANTED Boy not less than 15
years old to worK in bindery. Apply
at New Mexican office.
Woman's Aid
Society The Woman's Aid Society of the First Presbyterian church will meet with Mrs.

Turquoise, Laveliers,

Miner Killed by Powder Explosion

Eugenio Molino, a powderman employed by the Qiino Company at
Santa Rita, Grant county, was killed
by an explosion which occurred as
he was opening cans of black powder.
He lingered 24 hours before death
relieved him.
Town Attends Bride's
Funeral
Every business house in Gallup closed out of respect to the deceased
during the funeral of Mrs. James T,
Brewis, a bride of 21 days, at Gallup;
whose sudden death had thrown the
entire community in mourning. As
her talents and
Mary McQuade,
charms had won the hearts of every
one. Her parents, who are traveling
in Europe, have not yet been ap
prised of her death.'
Automobile Accident Mrs. Martha

o

EXQUISITE DESIGNS
to-da- y.

,
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GOLD AND SILVER

j

FILIGREE
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Time You Owned a Waltham."

We have a wide assortment of
tham
Watches at a wide
A range in thin models; plain
fancy cases. See us about a
tham

of this sum has been paid in for
the company to begin business.
The incorporators and the shares
they own are: Francis E. Wood,
eighteen; Roy M. Ball and Antonio
C. Ortiz, each one share.
000

Honest Medicines Versus Fakes
President Taft's recent message suggesting an amendment to the Pure
food and Drugs law in its relation to
Prepared Medicines, does not refer to
rsuch standard medicines as Foley s
Honey and Tar Coumpound and Foley.
Kidney Pills, both of which are true
medicines carefully compounded of Ingredients whose medicinal qualities
MORA COUNTY MAKES REPORT. are recognized by the medical profession itself as the best known remedial
agents for the diseases they are in(Continued from page one.
tended to counteract. For over three
Clinton B. Weeks, each of whom decades Foley's Honey and Tar Compound has been a standard remedy for
owns $1,000 in stock.
The company is formed to purchase coughs, colds and affections of the
real estate, goods, wares, merchan- throat chest and lungs for children
' '
":
and for grown persons, and it retains
dise, etc.
The Ortiz Carriage Company, the today its
above all other
main office of which is in Albuquer preparations of its kind. Foley Kidney
que and the agent is Antonio C. Ortiz. Pills are equally effective and meritorThe'capitalization is $15,000 and $2,- ious. For sale by all druggists.

SWEET PEAS

Separate Colors or Mixed , in Quantities to Suit.
Mail Orders Given Careful Attention.

JAMES C. McCON VERY,

405 PALACE AVE

Phone, Black 204.

'

WALTHAM WATCH

"Its

WOMAN PAST HELP.

Chandler. Okla. In a letter from
this place, Mrs. Ella Flowers says,
I hardly know how to thank you for
the good that Cardui has done me.
Before I tried Cardui. I thoueht I
was past help, but after taking It, I
was relieved at once, and eained at
least ten pounds. Everybody says I
look so much better. I am still improving greatly." Many women, ara
completely worn out and discouraged,
on account of womanly , weakness.
Are you? Have you not tried Cardui?
It only needs a few doses to convince
you that Cardui is just what you need.
Try it today. It will cure your pains.

I

The Waltham is the most deThat is
pendable of
why we make it cur leader and
time-piece-

Fritz Muller, Jr., and Alfred Muller of
this city will be given a hearing tomorrow afternoon at 2 o'clock before
Police Justice Manuel Saiazar.
The young men are alleged to be re
sponsible for the playing of a "firecracker accompaniment" to the music
at Library Hall the night of the Fourth
of July dance, although the"' cracker is
said not to have been launched until
about 1:30 a. m. itfayor Seligman was
in the hall at the time and quickly
sent for Marshal Sena to gather evi
dence against the practice! jokers. A
fifth young man was arrested yester
day but will not be prosecuted, as it
said there is no evidence to show he
was with the jokers.
A year ago a similar occurrence took
place at Library Hall and several girls
are said to have fainted from fright.

BLOODY STRIKE RIOTS
IN AMSTERDAM, HOLLAND.
2:30 o'clock.
Marriage License Issued A marHot Fighting in Harbor District Shipriage license "Was issued here today by
Probate Clerk Armijo to Juan J. Arping Men and Troops and
Police Force.
chuleta of Mesilla and Apolonia Tru-jill'
of Chamita.
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Meeting of Guild The Guild of the
Church of the Holy Faith will meet
Amsterdam, July G. There was hot
with Mrs. Clinton J. Crandall at the
fighting in the harbor district here
between rioters on the one hand and
U. S. Indian Industrial ; School on
the police and troops on the other
Friday afternoon. 'The members will
hand early today.. The strikers stonplease be at the northwest corner of
ed the police and the troops replied
tne Plaza at 2:30 sharp, vehicles
will be there to convey the ladies to VF:1.!
with their rifles.
i
i
aii
the school.
The striking shipping men then
' ininrprl arA Rprt 'Slrinnpr and
Afiss
revolvers and in the fusilMeetingCemetery Association
uy men produced
vium
oiuimer
lujureu
suignuy
There .will be a meeting
Fairview, automobile
of perat Golden, 0n lade that followed a number
overturnlng
'
!'
Cemetery Association on Wednesday the
er. sons were wounded.
tQ ganta Fe rom Alb
The troops ultimately routed the
evening August ,Vat eight o'clock in
t
t(J attend
De y
the reading om ol tne Library. This: oa tQe Fourth clarence
McCloskey! strikers.
will bette annual meeting when the
fl nj
drf
'
b Horse W. H. HOUSE REAPPORTIONMENT
year will take place. Ellen S. Palen.j Kicked t0 Death
IS REPORTED FAVORABLY.
De-chairman of Woman's Board of Trade Stewart, in charge of the Redondo
velopment Company on Baca Location
Committee.
.No- - 1, 50 miles west of Santa Fe.was (By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Hungry Hearts, one of Vitagraph's
Washington, D. C, July 6 The con
ereatest dramas, see it at the Elks to-- 1 kicked to death by a horse. He was
gressional
62 years of age.
providing
night.
Elks! Eugenio Romero President County for a House membership of 433 was
Standing Room Taken The
reported to the senate today
Theater last night was not only Treasurer Eugenio Romero has been favorably
president of the Las Vegas by Senator Kern of Indiana.
crowded but even standing room was
Bill Filed.
unobtainable.
The moving pictures srant board.
Another Resignation at Normal Uni- Philadelphia, Pa., July 6. The
versity Mrs. Harriet S. Sheldon has amended bill of complaint against the
92.. Phone. .,92
resigned as directress of La Casa de Lehigh Valley Railroad Company was
Ramona, the girls' dormitory at the filed in the TJ. S. circuit court this aft
MARKET New Mexico Normal University at Las ernoon by, Edwin P. Grosvenor, special
Vegas.
assistant to the attorney general. The
Painfully Hurt by Explosion C. M. railroad company has a month to make
If
Strassen, chief dispatcher of the answer and the case will not come beSanta' Fe System at Las Vegas, was fore the court for action until some
painfully injured by the explosion of time in the fall.
a firecracker which he had set off.
Judge Marries Former
Probate Judge Pedro Marquez of San
BHANO.
w
Miguel, yesterday took out a marImd?J Aak your Wrnjra-Is- for
riage license at Las Vegas to wed
1M1U In Red and (jroid metallic'
boxes, sealed with Blue Ribbon.
Francisca Garduno.
TaL-t1t
nn
Ar

Emma Harney tomorrow afternoon

at

Amethysts, Opals,

Be

Charged with violating section 51
of the city ordinance against disorder
ly conduct, Elmer Sayle, Alfred Kaune,

$

i

at

MEN are the
BUSINESS Men"
of
They keep their engagements on the minute and measure their time by a

Four Young Santa Fe Men Will
Brought Into Police Court
Tomorrow.

!

A neat, clean and experienced meat cutter will be in
charge. We solicit your inspection and patronage.

F. Andrews

PLAYED FIRE CRACKER
ACCOMPANIMENT AT DANCE.

ap-

j the
arrangements.
Flies that get them, at Goebels.
Divorce Granted Judge John R.
Ice Cream on Sunday at Capital McFie today signed a decree for abso-CitDairy. Milk and cream always oh lute divorce in the case of Anna
Phone Black 18S.
bel Fisher vs. Frederick T. Fisher on
Pongee Motor Coats, English Make, the ground of cruelty. Mrs. Fisher's
?12.75.
Order now at Goebels.
j maiden name,
Anna Mabel Easley is
Bring the children to the Elks to-- j restored, and certain real estate in
night, they will enjoy Hungry Hearts, j Torrance county is decreed her. The
It's a great lesson. ;
testimony showed that she was
Aid Society
The Ladies' pelled" to endure the most fiendish
Aid Society of St. John's M. E. church cruelty during her brief married life,
will meet in the basement of the Fisher has left Mcintosh, Torrance
church tomorrow, Friday afternoon, county, for narts unknown

We wish to announce that on SATURDAY,
JULY 1st, we will have our MEAT MARKET
ready for business, handling a full line of the best
K. C. meats. You can get just what you like.

Phone No. 4.

Santa Fe, N. M July 6.
The weather for New Mexico
is generally cloudy tonight and
Friday with local showers in
north and east portions.
X S XX
S
S X S $

pageant were greeted with

THURSDAY, JULY 6, 1911J

Wal-

SPITZ,
The Jeweler

pric?

an .l
Wal-

DAVID S. LOWITZKI

.

1

BREAPmER.
mixes and
srr.kneads bread
Ji
J
thoroughly in
V Three Minutes,

W
S--

The hands do
ie

BREAD MAKER

JS
rym
vfl
y
M,
Sar.
d

e

kneads Bread
thoroughly
in Three Minutes.
Simple, Easy

K

j

i

Dealer in New and Second Hand

Furniture, Queensware, Tinware, Carpets,
Hardware, Stoves, Ranges, Etc.

y

HIGHEST GASH PRICE

PAID FOR
SECOND HAND GOODS

and Second Hand Goods Sold on Easy Payments

New

mm

,

you want
it in a

HURRY

CHICHESTER S PILLS

Call

HAYWARD'S

t

MARKET

nfhn.

If you want anything on earth try
a Want ad in the New Mexican.

92.. .Phone.. ..92

f'7 '"jj"' '"jg

i

TD)Trn

AskforJH.;ll:S-TEHgruffest.
lIAMONI l!I!AM FILLS, for HR
years known as Best. Safest, Always Reliabl.
SOLD BY DRUGGISTS EVERYWHERE

SANTA FE HARDWARE
& SUPPLYCO.

STORE

THURSDAY, JUNE 22nd. for

One Week Only

800

PAIRS LADIES' OXFORDS will be sold for a 3ood deal less than
cost. This Closing Out Sale is Odds and Ends one or two pairs
are A No. 1 Goods, American Lady Make, made by the
of
. ;
;
largest shoe house in the world,
-

.

,

..

;H&WllLTON-

H

-

.

.

j

They ate made vreil, latest styles smatt and snappy in every partkolar.
SHOE
mighty well made
Oxford to hold its shape and place
on the foot. It must fit all over
or it will slip and rub.
To make a perfect Oxford is an art that the Largest
Makers of Shoes in the World have mastered in the
American Lady Shoe.
,
In every sense it is the best shoe for the money.

It takes

PRICES ARE AS FOLLOWS:

a

a large line of American Lady Shoes
in the newest and best styles for Spring and
Surr ner Wear. Come in and let us show you
what real shoe satisfaction is.

We have

$4.00
3.75
3.50
3.25

now

"

"
"

$2.75
2.60
2.50
2.25

$3.00
2.75
2.50
2.00

now

"
"

$2.(0
--

1.75
1.60
1.00

THIS will be the biggest snap that was ever offered in Santa Fe. These
shoes must be sold regardless of price. Do not buy one pair, but 2 or
V
3 pairs, and put away for next summer at such ridiculous prices.
Don't forget the date, June 22nd
V

t

NATHAN SALMON:

